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The purpose of human languages is to facilitate communication with others, which 
proceeds via the sharing of conception. Although human beings use various expressions in 
different languages, this does not mean that no commonality exist between the different 
expressions because each expression constitutes the symbolization of a conception that is 
recognized through the cognitive abilities with which all human beings are equally gifted. 
For example, Imai (2010:114) refers to the influence of cognitive abilities on linguistic 
expressions. In an experiment performed by Malt, Gennari, Imai, Ameel, Tsuda and Majid 
(2008), the subjects, who were English, Spanish, Japanese and Dutch speakers, watched 24 
video clips. Each video clip depicted a phase of a human being’s gradual movement from 
walking to running on a treadmill. The subjects were required to express linguistically what 
the person was doing in each video clip. The result shows that all four languages differ in 
the methods of encoding: two verbs, “aruku (walk)” and “hashiru (run),” were used in 
Japanese, “caminar (walk),” “trotar (walk like running),” and “corer (run)” were used in 
Spanish, “walk,” “jog,” “run,” and “sprint” were used in English, and seven different verbs 




was equally defined in all languages. Thus, although the way in which this gradual change 
in motion is expressed and encoded differs with each language, there is a discernible border 
between the two conceptions expressed by “aruku” and “hashiru,” which is construed by 
common cognitive ability existing in all human beings. This result suggests  that the 
commonalities between human cognitions must precede the emergence of linguistic 
expressions. 
The aim of this dissertation is the precise comprehension and accurate description 
of motion expressions in English and Japanese. To achieve this, the study examines human 
cognition that necessarily operates as the base for the construal of motion events and leads  
the construction of motion expressions. This study also considers the possibility of the 
existence of similarities or tendencies in motion expressions within the two languages in 
relation to the construal of motion events. 
Furthermore, to accomplish its aim, this thesis tracks the diachronic transition or 
extension of meaning that is included in a particular lexical units. This approach could 
unify some meanings that have been considered as separated polysemy, leading to the 
meanings of terms to be viewed as sequential. For example, a spatial lexeme “ni” in 
Japanese has been regarded as one that has two opposite meanings:  one is “goal” and the 
other is “source.” Although both examples (1-1) a and (1-1) b express the transfer of a book, 
“ni” can operate here as either “goal” or “source.” 
 
(1-1) a. Taro-wa    Jiro-ni   hon-o       kashi-ta 
Taro-TOP  Jiro-ni   a book-OBJ  lend-PAST. 




    
b. Taro-wa    Jiro-ni   hon-o       kari-ta 
Taro-TOP  Jiro-ni   a book-OBJ  borrow-PAST. 
“Taro borrowed a book from Jiro.” 
 
However, the polysemy of one lexical unit can be understood as the result of diachronic 
transition. For example, the phrase “be going to” expresses an intention, in addition to a 
motion and a goal, as in example (1-2). 
 
(1-2) a. I’m going to the post office. 
b. I’m going to deliver this letter.     
(Bybee 2010:109) 
c. I’m gonna deliver this letter. 
 
Bybee (2010:109) argues that the pragmatic influences gradually created the polysemy of 
“be going to.” The phrase “be going to” was originally used only to express a progressive 
motion toward some place, as in example (1-2) a. However, having been used repeatedly in 
the context that the motion of “go” precedes doing something as in (1-2) b, “be going to” has 
finally expressed this intention without including any motion, as in (1-2) c. From a 
diachronic point of view, the changes in the three ways of (1-2) can be understood as being 
gradual rather than constituting individual meaning as in polysemy. Thus, confirming the 
gradual development can give a reasonable explanation to separate meanings. Moreover, 




similarities of motion expressions between different languages, as generated by human 
cognition.  
This dissertation comprises six chapters. Chapter 2 explains the typological 
viewpoint with regard to motion expressions as examined in previous studies and raises 
question about this approach. Further, the chapter confirms some of the main cognitive 
factors that affect motion expressions and considers the relation between the basic motion 
events and the motion expressions in English and Japanese from a cognitive perspective. 
Chapter 3 argues that motion expressions in Japanese, in particular, involve the spatial 
lexeme that lead to a goal—this operates as the core of motion expressions in Japanese. 
Chapter 4 examines motion expressions in English, a language that has two strategies for 
indicating a path of motion. The first functions via the lexical item as a particle and in this 
regard, this dissertation concentrates on the word “to” that has been regarded as a typical 
satellite that expresses a path. The second functions via construction, an idea that suggests 
that a particular construction can extract a path holistically. Chapter 5 summarizes the 
relationship between motion expressions and cognitive processes that generate them, 
hypothesizing that there is a common tendency between English and Japanese motion 
expressions by examining the result of Chapter 3 and 4. Chapter 6 summarizes the 
















One particular motion event can be encoded and depicted in various ways. This is 
because a motion event and a motion expression are not simply connected together in pairs; 
rather, human cognitive ability is involved when motion events are construed and projected 
on to motion expressions. For example, when we depict the simple motion event of John’s 
movement toward Mary’s house, there are at least two different expressions that can be 
used, as shown in (2-1). Here the vantage point1 makes a differences in the construal of a 
motion event. 
 
(2-1) a. John went to Mary’s house. 
     b. John came to Mary’s house. 
 
The final goal of this thesis is to clarify the character of motion expressions in 
                                                   
1 Langacker (2008:75) explains the viewing arrangement as follows. First, the default 
vantage point is at the actual location of the speaker and hearer. Moreover, the vantage 
point can be allocated anywhere to view even the same event, resulting in different 
construals. For example, the concepts of “in front of” and “behind” rely on the vantage 




English and Japanese that are concerned in the cognitive process used to capture motion 
events. As the first step toward achieving the goal, Chapter 2 considers the nature of motion 
events as recognized by human beings. The following will argue that it is not only objective 
factors, such as path, goal, and motion that are especially important elements for the 
specification of motion expressions as has been found in previous research, but that 
cognitive factors are necessarily related to our construal of motion events. The chapter will 
give a panoramic view of the relationship between a motion events and motion expressions, 
via our cognitive process. 
 
2.2.  Motion Expressions in Typological Studies 
 
Motion expressions came to attract attention in the field of linguistic in relation 
to the linguistic typology elaborated by Talmy, which is based mainly on motion expressions 
(Talmy 1985, 1991 etc.). Talmy finally suggests that all languages can be divided 
approximately into two groups, depending on the linguistic characters, and that motion 
expressions in particular reflect the characteristic of each of these groups. Following 
Talmy’s reserch, many other scholars  continues to investigate this typological dichotomy, 
seeking a more nuanced definition of the groups. This study does not seek to challenge the 
concept of linguistic typology; however, here, it is appropriate to examine the analyses of 
motion expressions via a typological dichotomy in order to start considering the relationship 
between motion events and motion expressions for our purposes. To this end, Sections 2.2.1 
and 2.2.2 introduce Talmy ’s (1985, 1991) two main typologies and analyze motion 




typology suggested by Croft et al. (2010), which has some differences from the Talmy’s 
typology. These sections in Chapter 2 also pinpoint some examples of motion expressions in 
English and Japanese that cannot easily be incorporated into these typologies. 
 
2.2.1.  Talmy’s Typology (1985) 
 
Although Talmy suggests two kinds of typology, both classifications are based on a 
combination pattern that is composed of meaning and form.2 The first typology introduced 
by Talmy (1985) classifies languages into three patterns, depending on the difference in the 
conception as expressed upon a fixed form. As a premise of this typology, Talmy assumes 
the existence of “macro event” as a conceptual complex.3 The macro event is a mixture of 
two simple event conceptions, which is formed as a result of re-conceptualization. Further, 
Talmy suggests that the types of conceptions that are conflated to be macro events function 
in such a manner that they decides the character of a language. In particular, motion 
expression is usually generated via the following conceptions: fact of Motion, Manner and 
Cause, Path, and Figure. The first typology classifies languages using a combination of 
these conceptions as expressed upon a verb in motion sentence, as (2-2).  
                                                   
2 More precisely, Talmy (1985:57) describes meaning and form in terms of semantic 
element (including “meaning” factors as motion, path, figure, ground, manner, and 
cause) and surface elements (including “form” factors as verb, adposition, subordinate 
clause, and satellite). In cognitive grammar, these elements correspond to semantic 
structure and phonological structure. 
3 Although the explanation of a macro event is only given in detail in Talmy (1991), the 






(2-2) a. fact of Motion + Manner / Cause (English, Indo-European minus Romance) 
 b. fact of Motion + Path  (Romance, Caddo, Nez Perce, Japanese) 
 c. fact of Motion + Figure  (Atsugewi) 
 
These three patterns are converged into two patterns in the second typology 
presented by Talmy (1991). However, what is worthy of special mention is that the first 
typology of Talmy (1985:65) defines and specifies the central conceptions included in motion 
expressions as shown in (2-3), and these terms have been considered of use in subsequent 
studies of motion expressions.4  
 
(2-3) a. Figure: the basic motion event consists of one object (the ‘Figure’) moving or located 
with respect to another object (the reference-object or ‘Ground’) 
b. Path: the course followed or site occupied by the Figure object with respect to the 
Ground object. 
c. Motion: refers to presence per se in the event of motion or location (“movement” or 
“to be”). 
     d. Ground 5 
                                                     (Talmy 1985:61 slightly modified) 
 
                                                   
4 The “motion event” that Talmy refers to includes static events, not only dynamic events.  
5 This “Ground” means the location as an object. It differs from the “Ground” that 




Talmy also gives us the concept of “satellite” that is an important element in linguistic 
typology, as in (2-4).6 
 
(2-4)  Satellites are certain immediate constituents of a verb root other than inflections, 
auxiliaries, or nominal arguments. They relate to the verb root as periphery (or 
modifiers) to a head. A verb root together with its satellites forms a constituent in 
its own right, the “verb complex”, also not generally recognized.   
    (Talmy 1985:102) 
 
(2-5) a. The rock slid / rolled / bounced down the hill.    
(Talmy 1985:62) 
b. John tore the book apart. 
 
(2-6) a. I ran out of the house.        
     b. (After rifling through the house,) I ran out [of it].    
(Talmy 1985:103) 
 
In example (2-5) a, in English, “the rock” is the Figure and each verb expresses Motion and 
Manner (English, therefore, is basically classified as using the type of fact of Motion + 
Manner / Cause in (2-2)). “The rock” as the Figure forms a motion in connection with “the 
                                                   
6 Talmy (1985) raises some meaning elements that satellites express as follows: Path 
(English, Into-European), Path + Ground (Atsugewi, (English)), Patient 




hill” as the Ground. The course followed by “the rock” with respect to “the hill” is the Path. 
The Path in English is fully expressed by the combination of satellite and the preposition 
as in (2-6) a, but usually the satellite can appear alone as (2-6) b. Talmy (1985:105) 
emphasizes the necessity of distinguishing between the satellite and the preposition. First, 
the preposition disappears simultaneously with the Ground nominal when it is eliminated. 
For example, the “of” in (2-6) is a preposition because if “the house” is omitted, the “of” that 
accompanies it is eliminated as (2-6) b. Next there are some forms with only one function 
(SAT: together, apart, forth. PREP: from, at, toward.). The word “apart” in (2-5) b acts only 
as a satellite. On the other hand, some forms that serve in both functions have a different 
meaning to each function. Talmy (1985:105) argues that the satellite “over,” in its sense of 
“rotation around a horizontal axis ,” does not have a close semantic counterpart in the 
prepositional “over” that means “above” or “covering.” Finally, many languages of Indo-
European languages, such as Latin, Greek and Russian, can have two occurrences of the 
same form as a satellite and a preposition in one sentence. The sentences of (2-7) and (2-8) 
show such instances in Russian.  
 
(2-7) SAT.    PREP.   Ground 
        v-        v    + ACC>      ‘into’ 
na-       na    + ACC>      ‘onto’ 
        s-        s     +GEN>     ‘off of ’ 
pod-      pod   + ACC>     ‘(to) under ’     





(2-8)  Ya  vbeial   (v   dom) 
 I   in ran   (into house (ACC)) 
 “I ran in (-to the house).” 
 (Talmy 1985:105) 
 
From the frequent existence of these phenomena, a valid distinction can be made between 
the satellite and the preposition. However, the English language lacks clarity with regard 
to this point. Observe the two general cases in English, where a preposition does not seem 
to appear with the satellite. In the first instance, as we confirmed, the satellite in English 
usually appears alone as in (2-6) b, compared with (2-6) a. In this case, a preposition leading 
a nominal is omitted because the hearer can identify the Ground from the anaphoric context. 
In the second case, as the feature of English, a number of forms as “past” that behave like 
ordinary satellite when there is not a nominal as in (2-9) a appear without a preposition 
when there is a nominal as in (2-9) b. The form of “past” in the latter example inherits the 
properties of both a satellite and a preposition; while it is accented with the heavy stress 
upon its function as a satellite, it is followed by a nominal as a preposition. Diachronically 
speaking, this is the consequence of the positional relation of a satellite and a preposition, 
which were located next to each other and have been conflated in their development. 
Although Talmy admits these forms adhere clearly to the properties of satellites in terms 
of expressing a path, he leaves some room for determining them as satellites conflating 
with a zero-formed preposition or a satellite-prepositions. 
 




    b. I drove past him.            
  (Talmy 1985:106) 
 
2.2.2.  Talmy’s Typology (1991) 
 
Next, we move to Talmy’s second typology (1991), which posits the existence of the 
universal framing event in some macro events as a motion event, temporal contouring, and 
state change etc. In a motion event, the conception of a path works as the core scheme of 
the framing event. Whether the conception of a path is expressed by a verb or a satellite 
divides languages into Satellite-framed Language and Verb-framed Language. This is 
contrary to the first typology in the sense that the kind of form that expresses a fixed 
conception determines the frame of the language. For example, English is a satellite-framed 
language, since a path is expressed by a satellite as “into” in (2-10) a. On the other hand, 
Spanish is a verb-framed language because a path is expressed by a verb as “entró” in (2-
10) b. Moreover, the same event can be translated as shown in (2-11) in Japanese. Since the 
path is expressed by “hait-ta” as a path verb, Japanese is a verb-framed language. The 
languages included in each language frame are listed in (2-12).  
 
(2-10) a. The bottle floated into the cave.  
      b. La botella entró flotando a la cueva.    






(2-11)  Bin-ga        dokutsu-ni   nagare-te     hait-ta. 
       bottle-NOM    cave-to      floate-and    enter-past. 
      “The bottle entered floating” 
 
(2-12) Satellite-framed Language: most Indo-European minus Romance, Finno-Ugric, 
Chinese, Ojibwa, and Warlipiri. 
     Verb-framed Language:  Romance, Semitic, Japanese, Tamil, Polynesian, most 
                               Bantu, most Mayan, Nez Perce, and Caddo.          
(Talmy 1991:486) 
 
For now, we have explained the two typologies introduced by Talmy, which are 
based on motion expressions. However we can find some instances in English and Japanese 
that cannot fit into these typology easily. First, Japanese, as a verb-framed language, 
cannot usually accomplish motion expressions using only a manner-motion verb as in (2-
13) a. This sentence requires “it-ta (go-PAST),” expressing a path as a path-verb, in order 
to be complete. However, not every motion expression in Japanese requires a path verb. As 
seen in (2-13) b and c, motion-manner verbs stand alone. 
 
(2-13) a. John-wa     eki-ni      *arui-ta / arui-te-it-ta 
        John-TOP   station-to   *walk-PAST / walk-and-go-PAST 
      *“John walked to the station.” 
 




       John-TOP   station-toward     walk-PAST / walking-and-go-PAST 
       “John walked toward the station.” 
 
      c. John-wa     eki-made       arui-ta / arui-te-it-ta 
        John-TOP   station-until   walk-PAST / walking-and-go-PAST 
       “John walked until the station.” 
 
These are good examples to show that the way of expressing a path is not fixed on each 
language. 7  This thesis assumes that the deciding option is one that exists in several 
expressions and is affected by the construal of motion. Besides this, languages differ in 
terms of trends and tastes for construal. In example (2-13), each of the postpositions “-ni,” 
“-he,” and “-made” that follows “eki (station)” expresses a particular construal to the same 
motion event. We will consider these spatial postpositions in Japanese and the 
characteristics of the construals expressed by them in Chapter 2. 
The following is another question that can be asked in relation to Talmy’s 
explanation. As presented in (2-3), Talmy (1985) defines the Path as being located by the 
relation between the Figure and the Ground object. This means that the Path and the 
Ground are independent conceptual elements, based on this assumption. However, Talmy 
also admits the possibility that both the Path and the Ground can be expressed by one form 
as the conflated conception of [Path + Ground]. For example, in example (2-14), in Atsugewi, 
“ipsnu” as a satellite expresses this conflated conception of the Path and the Ground. 
                                                   
7 Talmy does not strictly suggest that each language has only one frame. However, this 
study emphasizes that a path may come out in a gestalt way, while Talmy and Croft state 





(2-14)  / ’-w-   ma-   -sṫaq-     ipsnu     -ik-       -a   /  
        3p    C      M & F    P & G    deictic     3p 
        SUB  SAT      V       SAT     SAT      SUB 
 
       Literal: ‘He caused it that runny icky material move hither into a volume enclosure 
by acting on it with his feet.’ 
        Instantiated: ‘He tracked up the house (coming in with muddy feet.)’         
   (Talmy 1985:108) 
 
The same way of encoding can also be seen in English, as in (2-15). In example (2-15) a, 
“home” as a satellite expresses the conflated conception of a home as the Ground and the 
way to the home as the Path. In example (2-15) b, which is an instance of state-change 
event, “shut” as a satellite expresses both the closed state as the Ground and the way to 
the closed state as the Path. Talmy (1991) admits this conflation of the Ground and the 
Path as the core scheme of one conception, as shown in (2-16) a. 
 
(2-15) a. She drove home (to her cottage in the suburbs). 
      b. The gate swung shut (across the entryway).            
(Talmy 1985:107) 
 
 (2-16)  … either the relating function8 alone or this together with the particular 
                                                   




selection of involved ground elements can be considered the schematic core of 
the framing event …          
(Talmy 1991:483)  
 
Talmy’s typology (1991) regards the conception of a path as the core element of 
motion event and the key to the government of the typology. Although this dissertation 
supports this suggestion, we will strive to solve the questions that remain. First, how can 
this be reconciled with cases where a manner-motion verb accomplishes a motion 
expression without a path verb in Japanese? Seconds, what is the difference between the 
Path located by the Ground and the Path conflated with the Ground?  
 
2.2.3.  The Typology of Croft, Barddal, Hollmann, Sotirova, and Taoka (2010)  
 
In addition to Talmy’s two typologies, the typology of Croft, Barddal, Hollmann, 
Sotirova, and Taoka (2010) (ab. Croft et al. (2010)) is also relevant here. Croft et al. modify 
Talmy’s typology and offer a new classification. This new typology begins with the 
suggestion that the Talmy’s typology defines the verb ambiguously. In many languages, the 
form expressing a path is not only a bare verb, but also may be a participle—a 
transformation from a verb stem and a compound verb. However, Talmy does not define 
what branches of bare verb are identified as verbs, and as a result, the satellite that is 
defined as constituting the “immediate constituents of a verb” is also ambiguous. To make 
clear this indistinctness, Croft et al. (2010) define elements that can be predications by 





themselves as verbs, and consider all other elements to be satellites. It means, this 
definition differs from the Talmy’s in the sense that the verb and the satellite have a mutual 
complementary relationship. Based on this distinction between a verb and a satellite, Croft 
et al. (2010) present seven pattern framings that are dependent on the types of conception 
being expressed by a verb or a satellite, as in (2-17). 
 
(2-17)  Verb framing (Path is expressed on verb.) (Romance) 
      Symmetircal (Path and other related element are expressed on verb.) 9 
            i)  Coordinate       (Kiowa) 
            ii)  Serial     (Mandarin) 
            iii)  Compounding        (Amele) 
        Satellite framing (Path is expressed on satellite.)  (English) 
        Double framing  (Path is expressed on both satellite and verb.)  
(French, Russian) 
 
Regarding every element expect for the verb as a satellite, Croft et al. (2010) emphasize 
that prepositions should be included in the category of satellite. As evidence, Croft et al. 
(2010) suggests that it is strange that only the word “over” in example (2-18) a is not a 
satellite because both “over” obviously express a Path. 
 
(2-18) a. The bird flew over the house. 
      b. The bird flew over.               
                                                   




(Croft et al. 2010:5 slightly modified)  
 
However, Talmy’s typology shows the existence of the satellite conflating with zero 
preposition or satellite-preposition for some forms as “past” in (2-9) b, which obviously 
expresses a path, even though it connects directly with a nominal as a Goal, without a 
preposition. Although Talmy does not clarify which name should be selected to describe 
the character of these forms, he states clearly that they have the properties of both a 
satellite and a preposition. In this way, both “over” in (2-18) a and b can be identified as 
the same element.  
Here, Croft et al. (2010) raise the question of which form—a satellite or a 
preposition—expresses the conception of a path. Talmy also uses the same strategy when 
classifying languages. However, interestingly, some motion expressions that do not include 
any form that expresses the conception of a path can still evoke the idea of a path. In 
example (2-19) a, “under” is generally regarded as a preposition, following a nominal 
Ground that expresses a position, not a path. However, Yoneyama (2009) argues that (2-19) 
a is usually construed as an event that includes a path, similar to (2-19) c, or a path to a 
goal, as in (2-19) d; not as the event in a location like example (2-19) b. Both Talmy and 
Croft et al. classify languages based on the assumption that the conception of a path must 
be expressed by one form. However, this assumption cannot explain the motion expression 
that clearly implies a path even when no single element in the motion expression expresses 
a path by itself. 
 





   b. =? The mouse ran around under the table. 
     c. = The mouse ran through under the table.  
     d. = The mouse ran to under the table. 
 
Thus far, we have examined the motion expressions investigated in the linguistic 
typologies of Talmy (1985, 1991) and Croft et al. (2010). All three typologies treat the Path 
as the central conception of motion event and place attention on the form that expresses 
this Path. However, there are some unsolved issues. First, in Japanese, what is the 
difference between the motion expressions that require a path verb and the motion 
expressions that does not? Second, in English, some motion expressions can imply a path 
even when the forms that construct the motion expression do not express a path by 
themselves. This problem seems to be related to the complex conception of [Ground + Path] 
existing in one form. This thesis suggests that the two issues are deeply concerned with the 
cognitive process of the conceptualizer. The following chapters will examines the 
relationship between the motion event and the cognitive factors required for its construal. 
 
2.3.  How to Construe a Path in the Cognitive Approach 
 
In 2.2, we confirmed that in field of typology, languages are classified based on the 
path of a motion event as the pivotal element. Talmy (1991) defines Path as the path 
followed or the site occupied by the Figure in relation to the Ground, as in (2-20).10 
                                                   





(2-20) …the Path, i.e., the path followed or the site occupied by the figure with respect to 
the selected ground elements.     
(Talmy 1991:488) 
 
For examples, in example (2-21) a, “to” expresses the Path through which “John” as a Figure 
passes in relation to “the station” as a Ground. In example (2-21) b, “on” expresses the Path 
upon which “the pencil” is located in relation to “the table” as a Ground. However, whether 
or not the satellites in (2-22) function as Paths is not clear. 
  
(2-21) a. John went to the station.     
     b. The pencil lay on the table.       
(Talmy 1985:61) 
 
(2-22) a. The clock tower faces to the east. 
      b. She looked to her left / the distant hills. 
      c. He is pointing to the clump of grass.     
(Tyler and Evans 2003:149) 
 
In example (2-22) a, “to” does not express a path or a site that a Figure goes through or 
occupies; rather, it signifies a direction—the idea that “the clock tower” is facing toward 
“the east” as the Ground. However, as speakers of English, we certainly feel that any path 




becomes difficult to discuss because the terminological meaning of “path” is usually slightly 
different form the conception that we generally conceive of as being a path. Section 2.3.1 
discusses the conception that we construe as a path in our cognition and compares it with 
“Path” as a linguistic term.11 
 
2.3.1.  Physical Motion and Non-physical Motion 
 
The conception of a path defined by Tyler and Evans (2003) presupposes the 
Langacker ’s explanation of the role of a preposition in Cognitive Grammar. Langacker 
(2008) names the most prominent participant in an indicated (profiled) relation as the 
“trajector” (TR) and the other participant secondly focused as the “landmark” (LM). In 
motion events, either the Figure itself or the Path in which a Figure exists is TR. The 
Ground as the secondly focused object is LM. This is inferred from the character of a 
proposition in English that expresses the relationship between two entities. While the 
entity focused as TR is put on the foreword of preposition, the other entity focused as LM 
follows the preposition (e.g., “the dust under the bed. / It’s hot under the bed”. (Langacker 





                                                   










Langacker (2008:117) also explains that the encoded relationship between the trajector and 
the landmark in the form of preposition does not develop along the time axis (which differs 
from the real event). Conceptualized holistically at once without time sequence (also known 
as summary scanning; see section 2.3.2), the relation is captured as one unity. Based on 
this idea, Tyler and Evans (2003) suggests that we should distinguish a Path that is 
assumed by summary scanning in our motion cognition from a Trajectory that is 
accompanied by a physical movement of TR on it, as in (2-23). 
 
(2-23) …We have implicitly distinguished between trajectory and path throughout this book. 
This represents a departure from previous analyses… Our view is that the 
trajectory is inseparable a motile TR and represents the course of motion the TR 
undergoes.      
(Tyler and Evans 2003:218 underlined by author) 
 
Tyler and Evans (2003) explains this with the following examples: in example (2-24) a, a 
cat undertakes a physical motion by jumping over a wall. The relation between “the cat” as 
TR and “the wall” as LM is captured by summary scanning and conceptualized by a 
tr 
lm 




preposition. Along with this conception, the actual motion of the cat jumping over the wall 
is Trajectory. This distinction is valid when we consider some expression as (2-24) b. Here, 
the relation between “the tunnel” as TR of “through” and “Vale Mountain” as LM is 
construed holistically by summary scanning. However, “the tunnel” as TR does not move 
physically and thus a Trajectory does not exist. If some path is evoked from this expression, 
it is because a tunnel just functions as one means of passing, which is easy to be tied to the 
conception of a path based on our experience. This example means that what is conceived 
as a path is not qualified by the existence of a physical motion; rather, it is determined by 
the cognitive construal of the conceptualizer. Tyler and Evans (2003) defines the existence 
of physical motion as the “Trajectory”, while the conception that can be regarded as a path 
is named the “Path”. 
 
(2-24) a. The cat jumped over the wall.      
(Tyler and Evans 2003:9) 
      b. The tunnel through Vale Mountain was finished in the 1980s. 
(Tyler and Evans 2003:218) 
 
Thus, a conceptualizer easily assume the conception of a path (Path) , even in a 
non-physical event. The existence of Path in a non-physical event is not achieved blindly, 
but is generated by the common cognitive process as the one by which a physical motion 
event is generated. For example, (2-25) a expresses a physical motion, with “rise” as a verb. 
Although example (2-25) b depicts a non-physical motion event, a Path is still implied. 




require a cognitive process whereby the conceptualizer lifts up his/her eyes. It is the verb 
“rise” that expresses this cognitive process. In this case, this cognitive process of moving 
one’s eyes upward indicates the conception of a path in (2-25) b, which is a non-physical 
motion. 
 
(2-25) a. The balloon rose rapidly.   
      b. The trail rises quite steeply.                  
(Langacker 1991:327) 
 
As shown above, we even have an ability to encode an event that does not include any actual 
motion that can be considered a path, depending on the common cognitive process that is 
used to construe an actual path in physical motion. This means that the targets that should 
be treated as Paths ought to extend into many events in various domains that might not 
automatically be included in the category. However, this dissertation limits these targets 
and concentrates on physical motion events and their expressions. That is to say, the focus 
here is on the Path accompanied by a Trajectory. 
 
2.3.2.  Time and the Path of Physical Motion 
 
In section 2.3.1, we saw that a Path can be discerned by our cognitive abilities even 
in a non-physical event. This thesis chooses to focus on the target to the Path with a 
Trajectory (it will be noted as “a path” below). This section will argue that time is in close 




 First, English can depict a path using a preposition or a verb. Although each 
sentence in example (2-26) expresses the same motion event— Mike went into the dining 
room—the first sentence expresses a path via “into” as a preposition, while the second 
sentence expresses a path using “enter” as a verb.  
 
(2-26) a. Mike ran into the dining room. 
      b. Mike entered the dining room (by running). 
 
In actual fact, the physical motion proceeds along a real time sequence. When we 
investigate motion expressions cognitively, however, we need to assume the existence of 
another time; that which is taken to construe and encode the conception of a  path in our 
cognition. In section 2.3.1, we examined the suggestion of Lancakger (2008), who states 
that the path expressed by a preposition is construed by summary scanning. On the other 
hand, Langacker also suggests that the path expressed by a verb is captured by sequential 
scanning. The difference between “into” as a preposition and “enter” as a verb as understood 



















Both motion events described by “into” and “enter” are same; they develop alongside  a real 
time process. However, while “enter” as a verb expresses a dynamic relation between TR 
and LM that is construed by degrees along the time scale (sequential scanning), “into” as a 
preposition expresses a complete relation between TR and LM that has been construed as 
the whole (summary scanning). Here, it is certain that even the expression of a motion 
event by a preposition develops along a real time; however, when a conceptualizer 
conceptualizes a motion event in a summary fashion, the temporal dimension remains in 
the background. For example, motion expressions that include plural paths clearly reflect 
the differences between cognitive processes in the case of a verb and in the case of a 
preposition. While example (2-27) a shows a series of three paths by using prepositions, 
example (2-27) b expresses the same paths by using verbs. In (2-27) a, each path is 
expressed using “through,” “across,” and “into” as prepositions. The verb “ran” is a manner-
motion verb and does not express a path. “Ran” expresses the manner of “John,” which 
implies that this manner of running continues until “John” arrives in “the kitchen” that is 
the final point of all the paths. This means that the conceptualizer regards the three paths 
as one long path and construes them as being integrated into one conception. On the other 
hand, in (2-27) b, the paths are expressed by “pass,” “cross,” and “enter” as verbs. Moreover, 
it is possible to attach different manners as “by running,” “by walking,” and “by hopping” 
to each clause. In this case, it means that the conceptualizer still construes the three paths 
one by one.12 
                                                   
12 The consideration of the cognitive process relative to plural paths was based on the 
manuscript presented at The 12 th Japan Cognitive Linguistics Association at Nara 





(2-27) a. John ran through the hallway, across the dining room, and into the kitchen.  
 
      b. John pass the hallway (by running), cross the dining room (by walking), and enter 
the kitchen (by hopping). 
 
Thus, a conceptualizer has more than one way of scanning in order to construe and encode 
motion events. Although we basically construe sequential motion events along the real time 
sequence, we can also re-construe a sequential motion event as one holistic event by cutting 
it off from the real time. Cognitive ability is concerned in this separation, where the human 
being objectively re-construes the event that is construed subjectively. 
 
2.3.3.  Cognitive Scheme (Langacker 2008) and Mode of Cognition (Nakamura 2004) 
 
Langacker (2008) suggests that grounding is the reflection of asymmetry between 
the subject and the object of conception. This means that grounding determines a basic 
relation between a discourse content that is conceptualized by a nominal or a clause and a 
discourse participant as the conceptualizer. Figure 2-3 shows the basic relation of them. An 
essential aspect of the subject is the directing of attention, and the subject is not conceived 
by itself although it is within the locus of a conceptual experience. On the other hand, the 
object is what is conceptualized as being focused upon in the onstage region to which the 
subject directs his attention. For example, when a conceptualizer takes his glasses off and 




is directed. Here, the glasses are construed objectively. When a conceptualizer put his 
glasses on, the conceptualizer is not conscious of the glasses and the glasses become a part 









The above explanation does not manifest that any subjective element does not 
affect the glasses, which is construed as an object. The conceptualizer as a speaker and a 
hearer is relevant to the establishment of the conception—the meaning of glasses—to no 
small extent. This minimal basic scheme is shown as Figure 2-4 (a). The thick square 
represents the obviously indicated meaning by a linguistic expression. The outer frame is 
the maximal scope (MS), which is the maximal region that concerns the conceptualization 
of this linguistic expression. The inner frame is the immediate scope (IS), which is the 
region that is directly relevant to conceptualization in the maximal scope. The speaker (S) 
and the hearer (H) are located in the maximal scope; from them, dashed arrows point to the 
thick square. This expresses that the speaker and the hearer as conceptualizers have some 
influence over the conceptualization. Besides this, regarding this conceptualization, the 
O 
S 
S  = subject of conception 
O  = object of conception 
 
     = full scope of awareness 
 
 = “onstage” region 
 
   = directing of attention 





speaker and hearer direct attentions to each other and keep on interacting. This location 











Although this diagram (a) in Figure 2-4 shows the basic scheme for a linguistic 
expression, many expressions invoke not only the speaker and the hearer, but also some 
aspect of the ground. A notable example is the term “tomorrow,” when it is needed to refer 
to the time of speaking in order for the conception to be identifiable. However, the time of 
speaking is not indicated obviously and put on the onstage. There, the ground is associated 
with the onstage by itself and the conception expressed by “tomorrow” is construed 
subjectively (in diagram (b) of Figure 2-4), the ground is emphasized with a solid line and 
in bound directly to the immediate scope). However this relation between the ground and 
the immediate scope is not limited to deictic expressions, rather, it is inherited in any 
expressions. This causes the expressions to include a particular speaker’s  attitude or social 













(a)                       (b)                     (c) 
 





To put it more specifically, a part of the ground is construed objectively, being put 
on the onstage. For example, in the diagram (c) of Figure 2-4 showing “you,” the conception 
is connected to the hearer with a dashed line. To construe the conception of “you,” the 
subjective judgment of the speaker or the hearer is required: the conception of “you” equals 
the interlocutor for the speaker or himself for the hearer.  
Thus, in the cognitive scheme of Langacker, any conception is described objectively, 
based on the contrast between the subject and the object, except for the difference in the 
degree of subjective construe. However, in actual usages, there are some expressions that 
cannot be regarded as a predication that reflect a conception that is construed objectively. 
For example, when “samui!” in Japanese is translated into English, “I’m cold.” or “It’s cold.” 
are assumed to be the appropriate candidates. However, both “I’m cold.” that also 
objectively expresses that the speaker indicated by “I” feels cold, and “It’s cold” that also 
objectively expresses that the environment is cold, are not the same as the conception of 
“samui!”. Nakamura (2009:361) explains that “samui!” is said  in a situation where the 
conceptualizer cannot distinguish between the cold in his body and the cold of the 
environment. That is to say, “samui!” is the manifestation  of the very perception of the 
conceptualizer. Some expressions, such as “Oh!,” are introduced as the realization of the 
subjective perception of a conceptualizer. In this phase, the conceptualizer does not have 
any consciousness about ruminating himself and devotes himself to his own perception.  
 
(2-28) samui!          
cold 






However, this phase is not specific to the particular expressions like “samui!” and “Oh!”. 
Nishida (1926) refers to construing and knowing an object in the locational logic as (2-29) 






ぬ。        
Kitaro Nishida. Genshogaku (1926) (ed. Ryosuke Ohashi (1998:100)) 
 
      b. Being brought to naught, the region of our conscious can project an object as it 
is. In this case, it might be thought that an object would be in the object itself. 
However, if an object were just in the object itself, the object could not become 
the standard of the content of our conscious. The location in which an object is 
must be also the location in which our conscious is.                                       
(The Translation of (2-29) a by Author) 
 
Thus, Nishida argues that the object is not characterized by a property that is in the object 
(i.e., a conceptualizer does not just construe the property objectively) and that the object is 




ourselves maximally (i.e., a specification or a conceptualization starts in the un-conscious 
region of a conceptualizer). Nakamura (2004:36) suggests that the essence of cognition is 
in the undifferentiated interaction between the conceptualizer and the object and that this 
intrinsic mode of cognition (Interactional Mode of Cognition)  tends to shift from the mode 
of cognition that forms an objective image (Displaced Mode of Cognition) through the 
desubjectification, as in Figure 2-5.  
 













Referring to the cognition of the sun, Nakamura (2004:36) explains this twofold modes of 
cognition. Originally, we, as conceptualizers on the Earth, construe the sun through our 










outer ellipse: domain of cognition, context, or environment  
C: conceptualizer 
①  both directive double allows: interaction (e.g. the positional interaction between 
a conceptualizer on the earth and the sun. The small circle in the square indicates 
the sun as the object.  
②  dashed allow: cognitive process (e.g. moving one’s eyes upward) 








theory was put forward, we can leave the original ground where we catch the sun’s move 
and easily re-construe the image of the interaction between the sun and us on the earth 
objectively. Thus, the mode of cognition in which a conceptualizer construes an object in 
their interaction is named as Interactional Mode of Cognition (I-mode) and the other 
method in which the conceptualizer leaves the place of interaction and objectively construes 
the object is named as Displaced Mode of Cognition (D-mode). Though the image formed by 
D-mode is virtual, the image construed objectively, based on the obvious confrontation 
between the subject and the object, is preferred because of the convenience in our life. 
Nakamura (2004:48) shows many instances of the shift from I-mode to D-mode. 
One example is the transition of middle-construction from child to adult, as shown in (2-
30). Example (2-30) a is an utterance by a child (2 years and 8 months) who sees flowers in 
a garden. Example (2-30) b is another utterance by a child (2 years and 4 months) who is 
squeezing a rubber toy. Both middle-constructions are uttered in the direct interaction 
between the child and the object. On the other hand, the typical middle-constructions as (2-
30) c (often used by adults) expresses a general characteristic that the object is regarded to 
possess. That is to say, when the characteristic is captured in the direct relationship, it is 
re-construed by desubjectification and comes to be expressed as an intrinsic characteristic 
of the object itself.  
 
(2-30) a. That flower cuts. 
      b. This can’t squeeze.        
(Clark 2001: 396-397) 






Table 2-1 shows other linguistic phenomena that reflect these two cognitive modes. 
As seen in Table 2-1, the two cognitive modes emerge as the result of various linguistic 
phenomena. Each language has stronger tendency, whether I-mode or D-mode, which can 
be seen by the linguistic phenomena that are used often in each language. The result shows 
that English tends more toward the D-mode, while Japanese favors the I-mode.  
 
Table 2-1  The linguistic phenomena reflected in the contrast of I-mode and D-mode 
          (Nakamura 2004:41, [translated by Koguma (2007)]) 
 
 





a. 1st pronoun various fixed (e.g. I )
b. subjective predicate Yes (e.g. atsui, samui ) No
c. onomatopoeia/mimetics Rich Poor
d. indirect speech No Yes




present tense in past-
tense narrative
Rich Rare
g. indirect passive Yes No
h. Dative Affectee Receiver
i. topic/subject topic prominent subject prominent
j. R/T or tr/lm R/T tr/lm
k. Impersonal Yes No
l. goal oriented No Yes
m. Progressive source-oriented goal-oriented
n. verb or satellite verb-oriented satellite-oriented






English and Japanese. In example (2-31), the same motion event is depicted by the most 
typical form of expression in each language.  
 
(2-31) a. John ran through the hallway, across the dining room, and into the kitchen. 
 
      b. John-wa    rōka-o            hashiri-nuke,   shokudo-o       
        John-TOP   the hallway-ACC  run-pass,       dining room-ACC   
 
hashit-te-yokogiri,   daidokoro-e     kake-konda. 
        run-and-cross,       kitchen-to      run-enter-PAST 
 
First, Japanese, as a verb-framed language in Talmy’s typological terms,  expresses a path 
using a verb. In example (2-31) b, three path verbs (“nuke,” “yokogiri,” “konda”) are tied to 
manner-motion verbs that mean running (“hashiri,” “hashit,” “kake”) and form three 
compound verbs. Therefore, the three paths, representing each manner, are construed 
individually. This means that the conceptualizer assimilates to the agent and construes and 
encodes a path that appears before his eyes gradually, piece by piece. This is a stronger 
reflection of the I-mode and is shown in Figure 2-6 (a). The rectangles means each of the 
goal of the path. When the conceptualizer faces the goal of the first path, he is not conscious 
of the latter paths that are depicted as dashed lines. After having construed the first path, 
the conceptualizer starts to move toward the goal of the next path. On the other hand, in 
(2-31) a, English as a satellite-framed language, expresses three paths by three satellites 




explains the whole manner of the agent until the goal of the third path is reached. This 
means that the conceptualizer construes and encodes all three paths as one long path. This 
is only achieved when the conceptualizer assimilating to an agent places his vantage point 
out of the domain of cognition, as in Figure 2-6 (b). To indicate that the conceptualizer has 
conceived of the whole motion event when he starts to express the event, all  paths up to the 










Thus, a Japanese user is likely to assimilate with an agent and tends, rather, to 
encode an event in the time. On the other hand, an English user moves out of the domain 
of cognition and construes the event objectively. There, the conception of time moves into 
the background and the event is conceptualized summarily. However, these modes of 
construal exist only by default. As confirmed at the end of section 2.2, there are some 
expressions that do not fit into the typical framings of English and Japanese. Following 
this chapter, we will consider which cognitive processes are operating upon these specific 
expressions and examine the shift from I-mode to D-mode further. 
(a) Interactional Mode of Cognition          (b) Displaced Mode of Cognition 
 









MOTION-EXPRESSIONS IN JAPANESE 
 
The event of path is identified with a motion toward some goal. When we depict a 
path event with language, a certain place has to be expressed as the goal to reach. Although 
there are some ways to indicate a place as the goal, such as using markers or taking special 
orders, both English and Japanese basically use a handful of particular markers to indicate 
goals. However, their appearances differs a little from one language to the other; 
prepositions like “to,” “in,” “on,” and “at” are attached prior to a word of place in English, 
while on the other hand, postpositions like “ni,” “e,”  and “made” are placed at the back of a 
word of place in Japanese. These words does not possess the conception of goal in 
themselves; rather, what they indicate in sentences varies depending on the surrounding 
in which they occur. For example, in English, “ran in the house” expresses a motion toward 
the house, where a preposition “in” operates as a marker of destination, whereas “in” does 
not work in the same way in a phrase like “lived in the house”. Also, in Japanese, the 
postposition “ni” indicates “library” as a destination in “tosyokan-ni itta (library-ni go-
PAST) [went to the library],” while “ni” in “John-ni karita (John-ni borrow-PAST) [borrow 
(something) from John]” does not make “John” a destination but, rather, a source of motion. 
Therefore, though these prepositions and postpositions seem to indicate destination in 
motion expressions, their intrinsic qualities are not marker of destination. To realize their 




Chapter 3 and 4 consider inclusive expressions and the prepositions and postpositions that 
work as markers of destination in motion expressions, looking to establish their intrinsic 
qualities.  
 
3.1.  The Scheme of “ni”13 
 
Though Japanese case postpositional particle “ni” has been examined frequently as 
an important issue in Japanese, diachronic research that focuses on historical change and 
synchronic research that focuses mainly on the meaning of “ni” have been treated separately. 
As a reason, “ni” can be seen in  the earliest documents written in the Nara era and its 
meaning has been understood in various ways over the years. In striving to classify these 
meaning roughly, the present understanding of “ni” are put into eight groups in Table 3-1. 
For the sake of convenience, diachronic researches have often limited the scope of the target 
by studying only a set period of time; there are only few researches who have investigated 
the whole sequential change of “ni”. On the other hand, synchronic researches have sought 
a unified explanation of “ni” and have tried to construct a meaning network for the term. 
However, the various meanings that “ni” has acquired throughout history make this task 
difficult. This section focuses on diachronic changes before considering the meaning 
specificities of the modern “ni”. As Hopper (1987) and Bybee (2010) note, linguistic 
structures are not existent designs; rather, they keep refining themselves appropriately by 
                                                   
13  This section is based on the manuscript for the presentation at The 14th Japanese 
Cognitive Linguistic Association at Kyoto University of Foreign Studies on September, 




being used repeatedly in many types of contexts. 
 
Table 3-1  General Division of “ni”
A. Goal:  
gakko-ni   iku 
        school-ni   go 
       “go to school” 
 
B. Location:  
hashi-no-ue-ni      tatsu 
        bridge-GEN-up-ni   stand 
       “stand on a bridge”  
 
C. Opponent:  
tomodachi-ni  au 
        friend-ni      meet 
       “meet friend” 
 
D. Comparison:  
ani-ni         makeru 
        elder brother-ni   lose 
       “lose to elder brother” 
E. Causative Agent:  
otōto-ni             yomaseru 
        younger brother-ni   let read 
       “let younger brother read” 
 
F. Aim:  
chōsa-ni     dekakeru 
        research-ni   go 
       “go to research” 
 
G. Cause:  
shora-ni   nayamu 
        future-ni   worry 
       “worry about future” 
 
H. Time:  
9 ji-ni        okiru 
        9 o’clock-ni   wake up 





Traugotte (2010) suggests that some lexical unit keeps absorbing a conception of the context 
in which the lexical unit is embedded diachronically, changing the original meaning. She illustrates 
that a subjective or intersubjective interpretation of context affects the change. Bybee (2010) 
examines the inflection of context upon the meaning of the lexical unit in terms of frequency. The 
key to this examination is the relation between the strength of influence and the frequency of 
occurrence. The more frequently the lexical unit is used in the particular context, the more 
influential change in context will be upon the meaning of a lexical unit. This means that some 
influences remain a part of the meaning and finally come to bear upon the grammatical meaning, 
whereas other influences eventually lost, even if they generate a new meaning for the lexical unit at 
some point. Therefore, not every meaning that has been absorbed diachronically into a lexical unit 
remains today. The polysemous meanings of a lexical unit are the remains of lost. Thus, when we 
consider the polysemy of a present-day lexical unit, it is impossible to construct its network without 
determining its lost parts of it. For one instance, Bybee (2010) explains the historic transition of a 
modal “may” as follows. In addition to the original meaning as the internal ability of agent 
(permission), the present “may” also expresses a social possibility (epistemic). However, there was 
one phase in which “may” expressed principle possibility before it acquired the meaning of social 
possibility, and we cannot confirm the sequence from the meaning of agent’s internal ability to its 
meaning of social possibility without considering the phase of principle possibility. The lost meanings 




view is necessary in order to understand polysemous words completely.  
A significant amount of importance is placed upon the diachronic view not only when 
specific meanings have been lost. As linguistic construction does not maintain an existing design but 
keep changing in relation to the meaning of context, the wrong network or explanation may be given 
without an accurate understanding of the sequence of meaning transition being achieved. The 
following section analyzes “ni” with the importance of diachronic research for the analysis of 
polysemous lexical units in mind. 
 
3.1.1.  Previous Studies of “ni” 
 
Though many diachronic studies of “ni” have focused mainly on ways of using the term, a 
few studies consider the history of “ni” as a whole. Hashimoto (1969) and Ohno (1977) attempt a 
comprehensive investigation; however, their explanations of the diachronic sequence of “ni” cover 
only some periods and the features of each way of using the term “ni” are introduced individually. 
Many previous researches of “ni” from a synchronic viewpoint focus on a comprehensive 
explanation of the complicate meaning specificities of the term. First, Tsujimura (1994) and Kabata 
and Rice (1995) explain the meaning and their expansions from the prototypical use of the term. 
Tsujimura (1994) regards the prototype of the meaning of “ni” as a marker that indicates the goal, 




they do not provide adequate explanation to the “ni” that indicates a source as the starting point for 
a motion of exchange as in (3-1) a, or passive agent like in (3-1) b. 
 
(3-1) a. Tarō-ga     Jirō-ni   hon-o      kari-ta 
       Taro-NOM  Jiro-ni   book-ACC  borrow-PAST 
       “Taro borrowed a book from Jiro.” 
 
     b. otōto-ga         haha-ni      tatak-are-ta 
       brother-NOM    mother-ni    hit-PASS-PAST 
       “My brother was hit by his mother.” 
 
Thus, a complex issue when studying “ni” is how to understand these starting points that never seem 
to match the pivotal conception like “goal” or “location”. 
Tanaka and Matsumoto (1997) and Beavers (2008) explain how “ni” works using core theory. 
Tanaka and Matsumoto (1997:36) suggests that “ni” has the operative function, “indicating X and 
send it to the verbal chunk.” Here, “X ni” indicates the object and the meaning of “ni” is construed 
in relation to the verbal chunk which “X ni” was sent. For example, “ni” in “kenkyushitsu-ni iru (the 
laboratory-ni stay) [stay in the laboratory]” signifies the location, and “kenkyushitsu-ni tsuku (the 




as dative and the verb that follows it gives a particular meaning to the participant that “ni” indicates. 
However, Bybee (2010) doubts the validity of giving one abstract meaning or core meaning to 
polysemous lexical unit. Bybee argues that “will,” whose original meaning was “want,” acquired the 
meaning of “intension” before attaining the meaning of “future,” which is the primary meaning in 
the present day. Besides this, “will” is sometimes used to mean “rejection” in a negative context. Of 
course, context is an important factor to consider in determining which meaning of “will” is being 
expressed. However, since context cannot bear particular meanings like intention or rejection, it is 
natural to think that these meanings are intrinsic to “will”. Likewise, even though the meaning of 
“ni” may be affected by the co-occurring verb, “ni” has some characteristic meanings intrinsically in 
itself. This study aims to depict the meaning features that “ni” holds more specifically. 
Ito (2008) and Moriyama (2008) explain the relation of “ni” to Japanese nominative case 
“ga”. Ito (2008) suggests that there are three case patterns including “ni”. Moriyama (2008) regards 
“ni” as a case indicating object that is generated in relation to “ga”. However, as we will see later, “ni” 
originally expressed several types of metaphor, emphasis and comparison in the form [A ni B]. Thus, 
this study focuses on “ni” itself, without consideration its relation to other cases. Oka (2013) induces 
the scheme of “ni” as “the directivity of conceptualizer” in the following core ways: the opponent of 
exchange, the existential location and the goal of motion. This means that the “conceptualizer’s 
















Oka suggests that this scheme offers a comprehensive explanation even the meaning of “ni” that 
expresses starting point. This study supports the suggestion that the scheme of “ni” should be 
induced from these three core ways of meaning of the opponent of exchange, the existential location, 
and the goal of motion. However, there is doubt over whether the super-scheme of “ni” induced from 
these three core ways can be called “the directivity of conceptualizer.” Oka explains the starting point 
in the exchange in (3-1) a as follows. First, the conceptualizer places his eyes on the beneficiary 
(Taro), who is represented by “ga,” and moves to the provider (Jiro), who is represented by “ni” from 




  goal 
“ni” 
starting point 
Figure 3-1  The Core Scheme of “ni” (Oka 2013:139) 




point only when it expresses the goal of the motion. This indicates that example (3-1) a can be 
accepted because (3-2) can be accepted. Conversely, example (3-3) a cannot be accepted, since (3-3) b 
cannot be accepted either. However, it is difficult to say that this explanation that the directivity of 
conceptualizer first directs to “ga” and moves to “ni” from “ga”’ could be converged in the scheme that 
the directivity of conceptualizer directs to X. Likewise, (3-1) b, expressing the mode of passive agent, 
is explained as follows. The conceptualizer puts his eyes on the patient in the active voice at first, 
who takes the “ga” case. Here also, the directivity of the conceptualizer does not head at agent 
directly; rather, it heads to “ga” first (Figure 3-3). Next, the directivity heads from the active patient 
to the agent expressed by “ni”. This explanation similarly raises the question of whether this 
understanding of “ni” could be understood as the same directivity of other ways that heads to “ni” 
directly. Additionally, the idea of the “the directivity of conceptualizer” might be applied to the 
linguistic function that all expressions have.  
 
(3-2) Jiro-ga     Taro-ni  hon-o      kashi-ta 
     Jiro-NOM  Taro-ni  book-ACC  lend-PAST 
    “Jiro lent a book to Taro.” 
 
(3-3) a. Taro-ga      Toshokan-kara / *ni    hon-o        kari-ta 




       “Taro borrowed a book from the library.” 
 
     b.*toshokan-ga     Taro-ni    hon-o        kasha-ta 
        library-NOM    Taro-ni    book-ACC    lend-PAST 








Thus far, we confirmed some of the questions raised by previous studies. Within this 
overview, it has been found that the primary assignment of “ni” is how to interpret the ways of “ni,” 
which express the starting point as the starting point of exchange or the passive agent. 
 
3.1.2.  The Diachronic View and the Sequence of “ni” 
 









parts and illustrated them separately. Following Bybee’s cautionary note (2010) that the restoration 
of lost meanings is necessary to prevent the construction of a forcible and wrong meaning network, 
this study seeks to elaborate upon the sequential transmission of “ni” by gathering and arranging 
many instances of the term. This research gathers and investigates 162 instances that are 
introduced in Omodaka (1967), Nakata etc. (1983), Doi etc. (2000) and Hashimoto (1969). These 
instances were confirmed on the documents that had been written since the Muromachi era (up to 
about A.D.1600). Finally, this study divides these instances by referring to the time of occurrence 
and the similarities between the meanings, and suggests the sequential transmission of “ni”.14 
 
3.1.2.1 The Nara era (Up to about A.D. 800) 
 
The earliest instances of “ni” that were found in the Nara era can be divided as shown in 
(3-4). We will start from the confirmation of (3-4) a to (3-4) d, which are no longer existent in present 
Japanese language. Example (3-4) f and (3-4) h have been regarded as core meanings of “ni” in 
previous studies because they are still existent. First, some instances of (3-4) a to (3-4) d and (3-4) e 
are shown in example (3-5) to (3-9). 
                                                   
14 This section tries a consideration of “ni” based on the date when each way of “ni” was confirmed 
first. Of course, it is necessary to investigate “ni” based on the date of extinction. However this 
section is devoted to the former way of investigation because the date of extinction cannot be 
determined easily. This is a future assignment. 
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(3-4) a. Metaphor 
     b. Emphasis 
     c. Qualification, Aim 
     d. Content for Saying and Thinking 
     e. Criterion of Comparison 
      
f. Location or Time in which Motion or 
State Occurs 
g. Cause, Source or Motivation of 
Motion or State 
     h. Place at which Motion Arrives 
     i. Consequence of Change
 
 (3-5) Metaphor 
     a. tae-no                ho-ni        yoru-no       shimo   furi          
paper mulberry-GEN  the ear-ni    night-GEN    frost    freeze 
      “the frost of night freezes like the ear of paper mulberry” 
(Mańyōshū 79) 
 
     b. Hatsuse-gawa  shirayūhana-ni   ochitagitsu    
       Hatsuse-river   white cotten-ni   fall   




     a. yuri-no    hana   emi-ni     emishi       
   lily-GEN   flower  smile-ni   smile  





    b. iya    yase-ni         yasu         
      very   lose weight-ni   lose weight 
     “lose weight with very losing weight” 
(Mańyōshū 1462) 
 
(3-7) Qualification, Aim 
     a. ka   koso  hitoriko-ni     ko    moteri     
       deer  very  only child-ni   child  has 
      “very (the) deer has child as only child” 
(Mańyōshū 1790) 
 
     b. misogishi-ni   yuku     
       purify-ni     go 
      “go for purifying” 
(Mańyōshū 626) 
 
(3-8) Criterion of Comparison 
     a. yaoka      yiku  hama-no    manago-mo  a-ga   koi-ni   ani    
       many days  go    shore-GEN  sand-even   my    love-ni  surely   
 
       masarajika 
       not-superior-would 
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“even the sand of shore taking many days to go will not be surely superior to my love”  
(Mańyōshū 56) 
      
b. masurao-mo     kaku     koikeru-o       tawayame-no        kouru   
       tough man-even  like that  miss-because   fragile woman-GEN  missing   
 
kokoro-ni  tagui     arameyamo 
       heart-ni   compare   unable 
      “Because even a tough man misses like that, the missing heart of a fragile woman is 
unable to compare (with it).” 
(Mańyōshū 582) 
 
(3-9) Contents of Saying and Thinking 
     a. sode   furu   imo-o     tamakushige    oku-ni      omou-o 
       sleeve  wave  you-ACC  make-up box    bottom-ni   miss 




     b. terasu   hi-o       yami-ni     minasite     
       shining  sun-ACC  darkness-ni  regard 





Omodaka (1967) suggests that “the directional feeling like copula” can be confirmed 
throughout the instances provided in example (3-5) to (3-8). However, since there is not 
enough explanation of this suggestion, this study seeks to find the intention. First, Omodaka 
(1967) suggests that the Metaphor exemplified in (3-5) and Emphasis exemplified in (3-6) 
includes a modifying-modified relation. For example, in (3-5) a that is an instance of metaphor 
way, “tae-no ho-ni” of the former argument metaphorically modifies “yoru-no shimo furi” of 
the latter argument. The emphasis does not just repeat the same words. The former argument 
is usually tied with a modifying factor on the head and specifies a special status of the latter 
argument. In example (3-6) a, the “emi” of the former argument is tied with “hana” as a 
modifying factor, expressing the special status of “emi,” which is indicated by the latter 
argument. Then, example (3-5) a can be redefined as <[yoru-no shimo furi] is (like) [tae-no 
ho]>, and (3-5) b as <[emu] is [hana emi]>. The method of qualification and the aim has a 
similar relation to one another. In this usage, the former argument might be interpreted as 
the aim of the action. However, as this “aim” can be restated as “qualification”, the former 
argument constrains the content of the latter argument. This means that the former argument 
designates the special status of what the latter argument expresses. For example, (3-7) a 
means that “if the deer has child, it is limited to having only one child” and is redefined as 
<[ko moteri] is [hitoriko]>. Likewise, in (3-8) a as the way of criterion of comparison, “ani 
masaraji” can be judged only in the comparioson with “aga koi” and captured in  the relation 
of <[(yaoka yuku hama-no manago-mo) ani masaraji] is [aga koi]>. Although Omodaka does 
not include the idea of the Content of Saying and Thinking exemplified in (3-9) in the group 
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of “the directional feeling like copula,” this thesis assume that such an idea can be also 
explained via the same representation. Omodaka suggests that the content of saying and 
thinking is often organized in a “~o + ~ni” construction and thus creates the subordinate-
superior relationship between them. However, the real character of this idea lies at the back 
and front of “ni”. Example (3-9) a means that the action of missing you appears only in the 
depth of my hearts, like the bottom of make-up box, and is designated as <[omou] is 
[tamakushige oku]>. Example (3-9) b means that the regarding the shining sun happens even 
in the darkness, and can be expressed as <[(teru hi-o) minasu] is [yami]>. 
In this way, example (3-5) to (3-9) are explained as exemplifying the modifying-
modified relation, following that the former argument of “ni” works as a modifier. The 
operation of a modifier is similar to that of the predication in the predictive logic of Nakamura 
(1989), which follows the locational logic of Nishida that has been already seen in (2-29). 
Nakamura (1989) presents the location as predictive world (Figure 3-4), where a judgment is 
considered as subsuming a specificity (subject) in a generality (predicate). This means that 
generality makes itself specific. Thus, concrete generality equals the world or the predictive 










Figure 3-4 The Predictive Logic of “Mather Mary is virgin.” 




(3-10) …Nishida says that the place of consciousness has the character of location. It appears 
clearer in the logical form of judgment. Judgment is, originally on the formal logic, 
specificity (subject) is subsumed in generality (predicate), it means that specificity 
lies in generality. Thus, the subsumption shown in <S is P> is the relation that 
generality (P) includes specificity (S), and generality makes itself specific. It means 
the self-limitation of generality. ...this concrete generality is .. (predictive) location.  
                                         (Nakamura 1989:173 Translated by Author) 
 
For example, in subjective logic, the sentence “Mather Mary is virgin” can be explained as 
Mather Mary including the characteristic of “virgin” as one specific piece of information. 
However, predictive logic captures this sentence as the nature of “virgin” specifying Mather 
Mary. Here, Mather Mary is revealed by coming out of the region of the true nature. This 
study assumes that the role of “ni” is similar to the location of the predictive logic. That is to 
say, in the Nara era, “ni” as the predictive location specifies an event, and reveals the event 
with some specificity. This operation of “ni” in the Nara era also applies to (3-4) f to (3-4) I, 
which remain existent in the present day. The following examples in (3-11) to (3-14) are 
instances of their use: 
 
(3-11) Location or Time where or when a Motion and State Occurs  
      a. shigemi-ni  sakeru  hime   yuri    
        bush-ni     bloom   small   lily 





      b. chidori      monoomofu-to  wabioru         toki-ni   nakitutu  motona 
        small bird   muse-as        feel loneliness   time-ni   chirp  in vain 
       “a small bird is chirping in vain when I feel loneliness as I am musing” 
(Mańyōshū 618) 
 
(3-12) Cause, Source and Motivation of Motion and State 
      a. a-ga    gotoku  kimi-ni  kou-ramu    hito-ha    sane-ara-ji 
        I-GEN  as      you-ni   miss-would   man-TOP  never-exist-not 
       “Never does a man exist who would miss you as I” 
(Mańyōshū 3750) 
 
      b. yama-no        shizuku-ni    imo  matsu-to    ware  tachi  nuereru      
mountain-GEN  rain drop-ni   you  wait-when   I     stand  wet 
       “’when (I was) waiting for you, I was wet by rain drops of the mountain”  
(Mańyōshū 2-107) 
 
    c. tsuki-no    hikari-ni   tada   hitome     misi        hito-no             
moon-GEN  light-ni    just    one sight   see-PAST   person-GEN  
 
yume-ni-shi       miyuru 
dream-ni-very     can see 
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   “By the moon light, (I) can see the person who I just saw once in my dream” 
(Mańyōshū 710) 
 
(3-13) Arrival Place of Motion 
      a. yuki-no     kudakeshi   soko-ni   chiri-kemu     
        snow-GEN  crash-PAST  there-ni  spread-should 
       “(some pieces of) crashed snow should be spread there” 
(Mańyōshū 104) 
 
      b. mukashi-no  hito-ni  matamo  awa-me-yamo    
        old-GEN     people  again    meet-must-unable 
“(It) must be unable to meet the old people again” 
(Mańyōshū 31) 
 
(3-14) Consequence of Change 
      nakanakani   hito-to  ara-zu-ha  sakatubo-ni  narini-te          
incompletely  man-as  be-not-if  sake jar-ni   become-and 
     “if (I) am a man incompletely, (I) become a sake jar and…” 
(Mańyōshū 343) 
 
The “ni” of location or time indicates the location or the time where or when a motion or a 
states occurs. An event is specified by the location where a motion or a state appears and 
comes out a particular event. Besides this, the domain shift from place to time enables the 
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time construal of “ni”. The “ni” of the cause, source and motivation of motion and state mean 
that a particular motion or state appears only in the location of “ni” where the good quality 
to appear has been obtained. These ideas are also captured in the archetypal scheme of the 









In addition, the way of arrival place of motion should differ from the “ni” that must be 
regarded as a goal of motion in modern Japanese. However, referring to other ways in the 
Nara era, this “ni” did not indicate the place at which a motion event finally arrive; rather, it 
indicates the place which specializes an arrival event of motion, i.e. where an arrival event of 
motion emerges. Furthermore, the way of consequences of change are the result of domain 
shift from physical motion to a change in condition. However it is not possible to explain all 
the meanings of “ni” using the Nara era’s scheme. Some instances like example (3-15) are not 
assumed to emerge from the location of “ni”. It requires us to pursue the transition from the 
archetypal scheme to various ways. 
 
(3-15) a. Taro-ga     Jiro-ni   hon-o       kashi-ta 
ni 




        Taro-NOM  Jiro-ni   book-ACC   lend-PAST 
       “Taro lent a book to Jiro.” 
 
      b. John-wa     Mary-ni     at-ta 
        John-TOP    Mary-ni     meet-PAST 
       “John met Mary” 
 
3.1.2.2  Extension of the Scheme of the Nara era 
 
In the Nara era, emotion verbs were usually tied with “ni,” as in example (3-16), and 
expressed the location where some emotion is revealed (as the cause, source and motivation 
of motion and state). Hashimoto (1969:122) explains that the “ni” of the Nara era did not 
indicate an object that the emotion heads toward; rather, it profiles the cause that evokes an 
emotion in one’s mind. That is to say, it can be also captured in the scheme of the Nara era, 
and an emotion emerges only if the location which is one’s mind itself becomes the cause to 
specify an emotion. However, nowadays, such verbs are mostly tied with “o,” which is regarded 
as indicating an object, as in (3-17). 
 
(3-16) a. kimi-ni  kou    
        you-ni   miss 





      b. hito-no       mimi-ni    osori    
        people-GEN   rumor-ni   be afraid 
       “be afraid of people’s rumor” 
(Kokinwakashū) 
 
      c. uta-no       kokoro-ni    haji  omoe    
        poem-GEN  meaning-ni   shame  feel 
       “be ashamed of the meaning of poem” 
(Kokinwakashū) 
 
(3-17) a. kimi-o    koishiku-omou 
        you-ACC  miss 
       “miss you” 
 
      b. hito-no       uwasa-o     osore 
        people-GEN  rumor-ACC   be afraid 
       “be afraid of people’s rumor” 
 
     c. uta-no      imi-o           hazukashiku omou 
       poem-GEN  meaning-ACC   be ashamed 
       “be ashamed of the meaning of poem” 
 
Moreover, as in (3-18) and (3-19), not all emotional verbs are tied with “o” today. This means 
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that the verbs that had been tied with “ni” in the Nara era partially changed to be tied with 
“o” today. This hypothesis requests a particular phase in which the event expressed with “o” 
in the present day was construed by being tied with “ni” once. For example, when comparing 
the two ways in the present, “ni” tends to be used when an emotion is revealed in ourselves 
(naturally or automatically), as in (3-18) and Figure 3-6. In Figure 3-6, a thick square 
expresses the region of “ni” (kimi-ni), in which one of emotion of love appears. On the other 
hand, “o” tends to be used when an emotion heads toward an object (more intentionally—see 
example (3-19) and Figure 3-7). In Figure 3-7, a thick circle means “o” (kimi-o) as the object 
of emotion. Some of the instances of “ni” in the Nara era shown above are easily construed as 
the ones that express the object of emotion. 
 
(3-18) a. kimi  *-o / -ni   koisuru 
        you *-ACC / -ni   feel love 
       “love you” 
 
      b. syakkin  *-o / -ni   komaru 
        debt   *-ACC / -ni   worry 
       “worry about a debt” 
 
      c. san    byō      *-o / -ni    naku 
three  seconds  *-ACC / ni   cry 




      d. Hanako    *-o / -ni     akogareru 
        Hanako   *-ACC / ni    long for 
       “long for Hanako” 
 
(3-19) a. kanojo   -o / *-ni      koishikuomou 
        her      -ACC / *-ni   miss 
       “miss her” 
 
      b. sempai  -o / *-ni  shitau 
        senior -ACC / -ni  adore 
       “adore the senior” 
 
      c. Taro    -o / *-ni   awaremu 
        Taro  -ACC / -ni   pity 
       “pity Taro” 
 
     d. yūjin     -o / *-ni   urayamu 
       friend  -ACC / -ni   envy 












In (3-20) a, while this “minasu (regards)” is the event that is only specified by “yami (darkness)” 
as the location of mind, it can operate simultaneously toward “yami” as the aim of the 
operation. In (3-20) b, while this event of “naru (become)” is specified and appears  in the 
location of mind “saketsubo (sake jar),” “saketsubo” can be the result of the event of “naru”. 
In (3-20)c, while the emotional action of “kou (miss)” comes out of “kimi (you)” as a location of 
mind, it operates toward “kimi (you)” (Figure 3-8 b) . These instances including “ni” must have 
affected “ni” in order to construct a new scheme in which a location does not just specify an 
event; an event also operates upon a location. Thus, the event and the location are 
interactively related (interactive relation) (Figure 3-8 a). 
 
(3-20) a. teru       hi-o       yami-ni     minashite     
        shining    sun-ACC  darkness-ni  regard 





Figure 3-6  “Ni” with Emotional Verb  
in the Present 
           (e.g. kimi-ni koisuru (“love you”)) 
Figure 3-7  “O” with Emotional Verb  
in the Present 




      b. saketsubo-ni  narinite    
         sake jar-ni   become 
        “become a sake jar” 
(Mańyōshū 343) 
 
      c. kimi-ni  kou   
        you-ni    miss 











Hashimoro (1969:110) suggests that the roles of “ni” and “o” were clearly classified after the 
Nara era (conversely, the distinction was vague until the Heian era that extended from about 
800 A.D. to about 1200 A.D.). One instance introduced in Hashimoto (1969:110) expresses a 
transition of the distinction of “ni” and “o” clearly. He argues that “wakaru (separate)” could 
tie with both “ni” and “o” in the Heian era as noted in (3-21). When, tied with “o,” “wakaru” 
ni 
Figure 3-8 (a) “Ni” of Interactive Relation 
(kimi)-ni 
kou 
(b) An Example of “ni” as  
Interactive Relation   
(e.g. kimi-ni  kou “miss you”) 
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meant that the agent sees off someone; on the other hand, when it was tied with “ni,” it meant 
that the agent leaves from someone, or that both people separates at one time. This can be a 
valuable clue for understanding the distinction “ni” and “o”. Even though both “-o” and “-ni” 
were used for depicting same event, “-o wakaru” expressed that someone facing to the agent 
is leaving the agent, where “-o” as an accusative leads the object of agent’s operation. On the 
other hand, “-ni wakaru” expressed that the agent decides to perform and separate in the 
someone’s location (the event coming out of the location—see Figure 3-9 a ), or that the agent 
and someone become separate at one time (the interactive relation of location and event—see 
Figure 3-9 b). Moreover, the event and the location are balanced in interactive relation and 
the idea that the event comes out of the location is attenuated. 
 
(3-21) a. (hito)-o      wakaru   
        (someone)-o  separate 
        “see off someone” 
 
      b. (hito)-ni       wakaru 
        (someone)-ni   separate 














                   
Figure 3-9 Image Schemes of “hito-ni wakaru” 
 
Thus, when the idea that the event comes out of the location is attenuated, “ni,” indicating 
the location where an arrival event of motion occurs, can easily be construed as the image of 
the Goal of Motion in which the event and the location are separated.15 However, the intrinsic 
quality of “ni” requires the event and the location  that are bound by “ni” to maintain some 
relation between them. Then, in motion expression, the verb needs to include the conception 
of path which indicates the relation to the location of “ni” as the goal. As noted in (3-22), only 
an expression that includes a path by a path verb— “iku (go)” —can be admitted. 
 
(3-22) John-wa    gakko-ni   *aruku / aruite-iku 
      John-TOP  school-ni    walk  / go-walk 
     “John walks to school.” 
                                                   
15 “Ni” prefers the image of “the goal of motion” to the image of “the location where the 
arrival event occurs”. It is affected by our cognitive tendency of the Destinational Directivity 
suggested by Ikegami (1981).The details are in 4.2.2. 
hito-ni 
wakaru 
(a) As the Event Coming out of a Location 
wakaru hito-ni 
(b) As the Interactive Relation of  




Thus, the extension of the scheme of “ni” is confirmed. The scheme of the Nara era, which 
originally indicates the occurrence of event out of a location, becomes to the interactive 
relation between the event and the location and, finally, the event and the location are 
separated. The following shows that the meaning networks of “ni” become broader after the 
Heian era. Here, “ni” gradually admits various interactive relation, while maintaining the 
separate status of the event and the location.  
 
3.1.2.3.  The New Ways Seen in the Heian era (from about A. D. 800 to about A. D. 1200) 
 
The ways first seen in the Heian era are Honorifics to Subject, Opponent of Exchange, 
and Direction. Each instance is shown in from (3-23) to (3-25). 
 
(3-23) Honorific to Subject 
      a. uchi-ni      ikani  tamawamuto   su-ramu     
        palace-ni    how    say-H         do-will 
       “how will the Emperor remark” 
(Genjimonogatari) 
 
      b. uchi-ni-mo      oboshi    nageki    
        palace-ni-also   think    mourn 





      c. kokiden-ni-wa         hisashū         ostubone-ni-mo         mairukoto-naku 
        queen’s palace-ni-TOP  for a long time  emperor’s room-ni-even  going-H-not 
       “for a long time, the Queen does not even go to see the Emperor” 
(Genjimonogatari) 
 
(3-24) Opponent of Exchange 
      routou-made-ni    mono    kaduke-tari           
servants-up to-ni  reward   give-PAST 




      shōsyō … nishi-ni   mukai-te   “…oujō gokuraku”          to   reihaishi-te   
      general … west-ni   face-and   “...the happiness in death”  for   pray-and 
     “the general faces at the west and pray for “…the happiness in death” 
(Konjyakumonogatari) 
 
Honorifics to Subject pays an honor to a person with the name of the place where the person 
lies (Nakada 1983). Though some of “ni” in this case appear by itself as (3-23) a, most “ni” 
appear with other case makers as “mo” or “wa” in (3-23) b, c. In the Heian era, these “ni” can 
express not only an agent who is the owner of internal emotion as (3-23) b, but an agent of 
some motion as (3-23) a and c. However, in present days, the “ni” expressing an agent of 
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motion are limited to some conventional honorific expressions as (3-26) a. Usually the “ni” is 
used for expressing that the agent has some emotion and ability, or owner (3-26) b. to d. 
Present ways are shown more clearly later. 
 
(3-26) a. minasama-ni-wa      okawari-naku 
        all of you-H-ni-TOP    change-no 
       “(I’m glad to see) all of you without change” 
 
      b. watashi-ni-wa     ureshikatta     (emotion) 
        I-ni-ha            happy 
       “It is the happiness for me” 
 
      c. Taro-ni-wa    yūrei-ga    mie-ru     (ability) 
        Taro-ni-TOP   ghost-OBJ  see-can 
       “Taro can see a ghost” 
 
     d. Hanako-ni-wa    onīsan-ga       iru    (owner) 
       Hanako-ni-TOP   brother-NOM   be 
      “Hanako has a borother” 
 
The earliest instance of Opponent of Change can be confirmed in the Heian era. This is the 
first way to treat a transportation of thing between the agent and the opponent. When the 
scheme of interactive relation was constructed, the way of Place Where the Arrival Occurs 
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was re-construed as the relation where the event and the location are separated. There, the 
operation from the event to the location became clearer. In Opponent of Exchange, the 
operation is as forceful as something is transferred. As shown in Figure 3-10, when the 
operation requires some medium of thing to complete its event, the agent and the location 
should be displayed much farther because of an obstacle as medium, and the “ni” in its case 
emphasizes that what “ni” leads is quite opposite to the agent. On the other hand, the 
opponent indicated as the location of “ni” is the person who reasonably receives the thing. 
That is, the location of “ni” specifies the exchange event  and this maintains the interactive 






In the latter of the Heian era, the way of Direction which does not assure the arrival at a goal 
appeared. In those days, “e” which had expressed direction also came to express the arrival. 
Hashimoto (1969) supposes that the directional meaning of “ni” was caused by the invention 
of the directional meaning of “e” to “ni”. However, this study suggests that the deviation from 
the requirement as the adhesion of agent and location, and the gradual approval for the 
separation of the event and the location bore the directional way of “ni”. These ways of (3-25) 




Figure 3-10  Opponent of Exchange 
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3.1.2.4  The New Ways Seen in the Kamakura era  
(from about A. D. 1200 to about A. D. 1350) 
 
The ways seen anew in the Kamakura era are Residence, Agent of Causation, and 
Parallel Addition to Thing. Each instance is the following from (3-27) to (3-29). 
 
(3-27) Residence 
      Ninnaji-ni         Ryugyou houshi-to     iu       hito  …  kanashimi-te …  
      Ninna temple-ni    Ryugyou priest-as     named   person   be sad-and 
     “the person named as Ryugyo priest at Ninna temple feel sad and…”  
(Hōjyōki) 
 
(3-28) Agent of Causation 
      nyōbodomo-ni   kosode-o   chōze-sase   
      servants-ni      robe-ACC  tailor-make 
     “make servants tailor robes” 
(Tsurezuregusa) 
 
(3-29) Parallel Addition to Thing 
      akaji nishiki-no           hitatare-ni    kuro ito odoshi-no   yoroi    ki-te  
      red-cloth gold-lace-GEN   dress-ni       black thread-GEN   armor   wear-and 






At first, the way of Residence is similar to the way of Location or Time Where Motion 
and States Occur. However, interestingly Residence can express the existence with only “ni”, 
without any existential verbs. Bybee (2010) suggests that one main factor of meaning 
extension is absorption, where the context’s meaning is absorbed in a lexical unit which 
appears repeatedly in the same context. Residence is seemed to be the outcome of absorption, 
though this way has not settled down and disappeared now.  
In the way of Agent of Causation, the agent exerts on an object led by “ni”, and it 
makes the object perform an action anew as shown in Figure 3-11. This seems to extend from 
Goal of Motion and Opponent of Exchange. In those ways, the operation of agent proceeds up 
to the location of “ni”. However, in Agent of Causation, the operation of agent overwhelms the 
location of “ni”, and the “ni” affected by the operation starts new activity as a new agent. This 
extension could not have been possible if the event and the location had not been separated 
and not faced directly. Besides, “ni” acquired the qualification to stand by itself as an agent 
in this phase. In (3-28), to complete the event, it needs not only that the implicit agent 
requires servants to tailor robes, but also that the servants accept the requirement, while the 
servants become new agents to tailor robes and perform, which is an interactive relation of 












   Finally, the way of Parallel Addition to Thing as (3-29) seems to be the extension from 
Opponent of Exchange. For the extension, the place at which a thing arrives has shifted from 
animate objects to inanimate objects. Both ways of (3-28) and (3-29) are existent in present. 
 
3.1.2.5   The New Ways Seen in the Muromachi era  
(From about A.D. 1350 to about A.D. 1570) 
 
The way of Passive Agent as (3-30) is confirmed from the Muromachi era. Though the 
“ni” of Passive Agent indicates the cause, source, and motivation of some motion and state as 
the original ways seen in the Nara era, moreover Passive Agent opts for passive voice. Before 
the Muromachi era, the location led by “ni” had acquired the quality to be  an agent. It makes 
each the event and the location construed as beneficiary and provider with passive voice, and 
the event is easily construed as what is facing at the location oppositely (Figure 3-12). Besides, 
the beneficially of “ni” does not only receive the affection from the provider automatically, but 
also maintain the relation voluntarily. For example, “kara” and “ni yotte” also can be markers 
to indicate the passive agent. However, in (3-31), “kara” and “ni yotte” are unavailable when 
the beneficiary feels some emotion against the provider or when the event and the provider 
are tied with a strong relation, but “ni” is available.  
 
ni 




(3-30) Passive Agent 
    a. kaze-ni    fuk-are-te     
      wind-ni    blow-PASS-and 
     “be blown by wind and…” 
(Kobungoshō) 
 
    b. otoko-ni     koros-are-ta     
      man-ni      kill-PASS-PAST  
     “was killed by man” 
(Shiki) 
 
   c. Kiso-dono-ni   yurus-are-te     
     Kiso-Sir.-ni    admit-PASS-and 
    “be admitted by Sir Kiso” 
(Heikemonogatari) 
 
(3-31) akachan  -ni / *-kara / *-ni yotte    nak-are-te      komat-ta    
      baby     -ni / *-kara / *-ni yotte    cry-PASS-and   be at a loss-PAST 
     “was at a loss because baby cried  ”    











3.1.2.6    The New Ways Seen after the Muromachi era  (From A. D. 1570) 
 
The ways seen after the Muromachi era are Juxtaposition, Subject of Perception, 
Ability, and Possession, and Source of Exchange. Each instance is shown from (3-32) to (3-34). 
 
(3-32) Juxtaposition 
      bīru-ni   saidā     
      beer-ni   soda pop 
     “beer and soda pop” 
(Hashimoto 1969:124) 
 
(3-33) Subject of Perception, Ability, and Possession    
      a. minasama-ni-wa     okawari-naku 
         all of you-ni-TOP    change-without 
        “(I’m glad to see) all of you without change” 
 
      b. watashi-ni-wa     ureshikatta      (perception) 
ni 
Figure 3-12   Passive Agent 
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        I-ni-TOP          happy-PAST 
       “It is the happiness for me” 
 
      c. Tarō-ni-wa    yūrei-ga    mi-eru    (ability) 
        Taro-ni-TOP  ghost-NOM  see-can 
       “In Taro, a ghost can be seen” 
 
      d. Hanako-ni-wa     onīsan-ga      iru    (possession) 
        Hanako-ni-TOP   brother-NOM   be 
       “Hanako has a borother” 
 
(3-34) Source of Exchange 
      a. Tarō-ga     Jirō-ni    hon-o       kari-ta 
        Taro-NOM   Jiro-ni    book-ACC   borrow-PAST 
       “Taro borrowed a book from Jiro” 
 
      b. ojīsan-ni        500 en-o       morat-ta 
        grandfather-ni   500 yen-ACC   receive-PAST 
       “received 500 yen from grandfather” 
 
      c *Tarō-ga     tosyokan-ni   hon-o      kari-ta 
        Taro-NOM   library-ni     book-ACC  borrow-PAST 




Juxtaposition resembles the way of Parallel Addition to Thing in tying two things. 
However, in Juxtaposition, one thing does not move for attaching to another thing, but the 
two things are just existent parallel like (3-32). The way of Subject of Perception, Ability, and 
Possession seems to be the extension of Honorific to Subject which appeared in the Heian era. 
In Honorifics to Subject, the name of location metaphorically expresses the subject who lies 
in the location. Besides, there is no limitation for the option of verb which expresses a motion 
of subject. However, in the way of Subject of Perception, Ability, and Owner, the meaning of 
location specifying the subject has changed into the meaning of location which the subject 
owns. It limits the verb co-occurring to the ones express some perception or ability which is 
felt in the subject’s region or the subject’s possession as (3-33).  
The way of Souce of Exchange appeared based on Passive Agent which had occurred 
in the Muromachi era. Similarly to Passive Agent, what is led by “ni” lies away from the 
subject and becomes the agent as the source of operation. However, while only the force moves 
from the start point led by “ni” in Passive Agent, also a thing moves by the force in Source of 
Exchange as in Figure 3-13. Because the positive operation from the location of “ni” to the 
event is necessary, Jirō who voluntary performs in (3-34) a can be the agent led by “ni”, while 
library which does not perform by itself in (3-34) c (library needs some staffs) can’t be the 
agent. In addition, the operation from the event to the location is Tarō’s borrowing a book to 











3.1.3  The Extension and the Integrated Scheme of “ni” 
 
Thus far, we have confirmed various instances in relation to eras and have 
investigated the sequences of the ways. Figure 3-14 demonstrates the meaning network of 
“ni,” displaying its various usages in relation to  the times in which they appeared. The 
influence of each usage on the others is indicated using arrows. This complicated diachronic 
transition can also be depicted more schematically, as Figure 3-15 that highlights three 
sequential phases. First, in the Nara era, 1) “ni” expressed a location that specified an event. 
In this case, “ni” showed that the event comes out of the location. In one typical usage in this 
phase, “ni” was used to express the location or time in which something exists. However, the 
context of most instances in this phase invokes the meaning of operation from the event to 
the location. As a consequence, 2) the event and the location had an interactional relation. 
For one instance, Cause, Source, or Motivation of Motion or State wan born in this phase. 
Besides, since the relation of event and location gradually got to be balanced, 3)  the event and 
the location separates from each other while they maintains the interactive relation, which 
attenuates the meaning of event’s coming out of location. In this third phase, the relationship 
between the event and the location has achieved some varieties: Object at which Motion 
Arrives, Opponent of Exchange, Agent of Causation, Passive Agent, and Source of Exchange. 
ni 

















3.1.4.  The Comparison with “o”, “de”, “kara”, and “ni yotte” 
 
In section 3.1.3, this thesis presented an integrated scheme of “ni” from the 
Nara-era Heian-era Kamakura-era Muromachi-era After Muromachi-era
・Metaphor
・Emphasis
・Qualification and Aim ・Residence
・Criterion of Comparison
・Content for Thinking and Saying
・Honorifics of Subject
・Passive Agent ・Source of Exchange
・Object at which Moiton Arrives ・Opponent of Exchange ・Agent of Causation
・Consequence of Change ・Direction ・Parallel Addiiton to Thing ・Jaxtaposition
・Subject of Perception,
Ability, or Possession
・Location or Time in which
Motion or State Occurs
・Cause, Source, or Motivation of
Motion or State
Figure 3-14  The Diachronic Meaning Network of “ni” 
二 二 二 二 
Opponent of Exchange Agent of Causation   Passive Agent   Source of Exchange 
-ni 
-ni -ni 
1)                         2)                         3)   
 
Figure 3-15  The Integrated Meaning Scheme of “ni” 
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diachronic point of view. In this section, we will confirm the characteristics of “ni” by 
comparing it with other spatial lexical units that have the similar meaning. 
First, “o,” which is generally regarded as being in the accusative case, sometimes 
operates in the same way as “ni”. As shown above, “ni,” when joined to an emotional verb, 
expressed the location where some emotion appears in the Nara era. In terms of the origin 
of “o,” Hashimoto (1969:117) explains that it was an interjectory particle which expressed 
impression, stating that any special marker including “o” was not required when the 
relation between two words does not need to be emphasized specifically. However, in the 
Heian era, “o” became a popular marker to indicate the relationship between the two 
words, and “o” and “ni” were clearly classified as different from each other: “o” was usually 
used to lead the object of operation of motion or emotion, while “ni” was used when the 
occurrence of motion or emotion is deeply concerned with an object as location (it means 
interactive relation). This classification has been maintained till the present. As the 
example in (3-25) demonstrates, the action expressed by “miru (see)” is accomplished 
when the agent operates personally upon the object, a situation in which the used of “o” 
is suitable. On the other hand, the action expressed by “au (meet)” is not accomplish only 
via the personal operation of the agent; “au” requires a positive operation from the object. 
In such a circumstance, “ni” must be used. 
 
(3-35) a. John   -o / *-ni    mi-ta. 
        John   -o / -ni     see-past. 




      b. John    *-o / -ni    at-ta 
        John    *-o / -ni   meet-past. 
       “(I) met John” 
 
Next, “de,” originated from “ni” attached to “te,” which was a conjunctive particle 
and appeared as “nite” or “nishite”. Hashimoto (1969:165) has shown that “de” was 
present in documents from the Insei period (ca. A.D. 1100) and its use gradually began to 
spread during the Kamakura era. Although “ni” expresses a strong interactive 
relationship between event and location, this function is rather attenuated in “de” 
through its integration with “te” as a conjunctive. According to Oka (2013:198), the 
schematic meaning of “de” is the region where an event occurs or the background of an 
event. On the other hand, “ni” emphasizes the location where an event occurs as in (3-36). 
In example (3-37), three ways of expressing location using “o” are compared. The event of 
“wataru (to cross)” in (3-37) a, requires an object to operate (What is the object of 
“wataru”?), while “hashi (a bridge)” is not required to operate to the event. Here, “o” that 
leads an object which receives the operation from an event is appropriate for use with 
“wataru”. Neither “ni,” which requires an interactive relationship between event and 
location, nor “de,” expressing an attenuated interactive relationship, applies to this 
context. Furthermore, even if “ni” and “de” could be applied to a context, “ni” would 
include the interactive relationship more strongly. In example (3-38) a, “de” expresses 
that a boy was born at a hospital, whereas in example (3-38) b that uses “ni,” it is implied 
that the boy was born as the heir to the hospital. This example shows a case in which 





(3-36) a. shiryo-wa        tsukue-no    ue   -ni / *-de   aru 
        documents-TOP   desk-GEN   on   -ni / *-de    be (put) 
       “documents are put on the desk” 
 
      b. 9-ji       -ni / *-de   syukkinshi-ta 
        9 o’clock  -ni / *-de    go to office-PAST 
        “went to office at 9 o’clock” 
 
(3-37) a. hashi   -o / *-ni / *-de   wataru 
        bridge   -o / -ni / -de     cross 
       “cross a bridge” 
 
      b. yama    -o / *-ni / *-de   koeru 
        mountain  -o / -ni / -de    go over 
       “went over a mountain” 
 
(3-38) a. byōin-de    otokonoko-ga   umare-ta 
        hospital-de  boy-NOM       be born-PAST 
       “a boy was born at a hospital” 
 
      b. byōin-ni    otokonoko-ga   umare-ta 
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        hospital-ni  boy-NOM      be born-PAST 
       “a boy was born at a hospital as the heir” 
  
“De” can also refer to the “means” or “instrument” of an action. In (3-39) a, “de” ties “fude” 
(a writing brush) to the event of “kaku” (write) and expresses the means to give rise to 
the event. On the other hand, “ni” in (3-39) b implies that some letters are written on the 
handle of “fude”. Here, “fude” and “kaku” are tied together in a strong relationship, and 
“fude” is the location in which the event of “write” occurs. As confirmed above, though the 
original scheme of “ni” indicates a location where an event occurs, “ni” has acquired a new 
scheme in which the event and the location are separate. In the present, the new scheme 
is preferred if the event and the location in one context can be also construed as separate 
images. Actually, (3-39) b can be construed easier in the separate image because “fude” is 
separate to the event in the beginning. It is because “ni” got a stronger destinational 
directivity than “de” (see 4.2.2.). As “de” inherits the conjunctive meaning from “te,” it 
often indicates that, temporally speaking, precedes an event. According to Sugai (1997:33), 
“ni,” does not suit to the wide temporal interval from cause to result. For example, (3-40) 
a chooses “ni” because the state of lying, expressed by “taoreta” (past tense of fall), 
proceeds almost simultaneously with “yamai” (illness). Example in (3-40) b chooses to 
include “de” because “nōsocchū” (an apoplexy) is the cause of “taoreta” and precedes it, 
temporally speaking. 
 
(3-39) a. fude-de            kaku 
        writing blush-de    write 
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       “write with a writing blush” 
 
      b. fude-ni             kaku 
        writing blush-ni     write 
       “write (some letters) on a writing blush” 
 
(3-40) a. yamai    -ni / ?-de     taore-ta 
        illness    -ni / ?-de     fall down-PAST 
       “was lying with illness” 
 
      b. nōsocchū    *-ni / -de    taore-ta 
        apoplexy     *-ni / -de    fall down-PAST 
        “fell down by an apoplexy” 
 
Though we have already confirmed that both “kara” and “ni yotte” designate the 
source as a passive agent, some details are noted here. First, this study supports Oka’s 
suggestion (2013:152) that “kara” cannot be used when the nuance of motion has been lost 
and the closeness has increased, as shown in (3-41). On the other hand, “ni” does not 
includes the meaning of motion which induces some length, rather is the meaning of a 
location bearing an event. In this sense, although the two sentences in (3-42) are the same 
except for the spatial words, (3-42)a regards “imōto” (sister) as the source of motion, and 
(3-42)b regards “imōto” as the location in which an event— “okurareta (be sent)” —occurs: 




(3-41) a. densya-de   tonari-no   hito     ?-kara / -ni   yorikakar-are-ta 
        train-de     next-GEN  person    -kara / -ni   lean-PASS-PAST 
       “was leaned by the next person in train” 
 
      b. Fujisan-no    chōjō-wa    manenyuki    *-kara / -ni    ōw-are-te-iru 
        Mt.Fuji-GEN  top-TOP    eternal snows   -kara / -ni    cover-PASS-and-be 
       “the top of Mt.Fuji is covered with eternal snows”        
                                                     (Oka 2013:152) 
 
(3-42) a. imōto-kara    okur-are-ta       hon 
        sister-kara     send-PASS-PAST  book 
       “the book sent from my sister” 
 
      b. imōto-ni      okur-are-ta         hon 
        sister-ni       send-PASS-PAST   book 
       “the book sent to my sister” 
  
Though “ni yotte” also designates the source as a passive agent, like “ni”, “ni yotte” 
functions to especially emphasize the agent. For this reason, “ni yotte” is not appropriate 
when the event and the agent are tied intrinsically by a strong relationship. For example, 
in (3-43) a, the relationship between the event of “(kodomo ga) aisareru” ([child is] loved) 
and the agent of “ryoshin” (parents) is easily assumed because of our convention. 
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Accordingly, “ni yotte” does not fit because it is redundant in this case. Instead, “ni” should 
be used in this case because it expresses that the event and the location have an 
intrinsically strong relationship. In the example (3-43) c, it is difficult to determine who 
call for the meeting of an international conference without any evidence, “ni yotte” is 
appropriate as it indicates the agent in an obvious way. 
 
(3-43) a. Satō-san-wa    ryōshin   ?-ni yotte / -ni   fukaku   ais-are-te-iru 
        Ms.Sato-TOP   parents    -ni yotte / -ni   dearly    love-PASS-and-be  
       “Ms. Sato is dearly loved by parents”           
(Oka 2013:154) 
 
    b. Suzuki-kun-wa   nakama   *-ni yotte / -ni   tayor-are-te-iru         
        Mr. Suzuki-TOP  company   -ni yotte / -ni   rely-PASS-and-be 
       “Mr. Suzuki is relied by the company” 
(ibid.) 
 
      c. gicho      -ni yotte / *-ni    kokusai kaigi-no              kaikai-ga   
        chairman  - ni yotte / -ni    international conference-GEN  opening-NOM   
 
        sengensa-re-ta 
        declare-PASS-PAST             





      d. seibi furyō                 -ni yotte / *-ni    hikiokos-areru   jiko-ga           
inadequate maintenance    -ni yotte / -ni     cause-PASS      accident-NOM    
 
nenen            zōkashi-te-iru  
year after year    increase-and-be     
(ibid.) 
 
3.1.5.  The Cognitive Process of the Motion Expression Using “ni” 
 
In section 3.1.4, we confirmed the character of “ni” via a synchronic comparison with 
other similar expressions. This section considers the cognitive process of motion expression 
using “ni,” based on the result of the investigation so far. 
First, in terms of motion expression, the diachronic viewpoints leads to the conclusion 
that the original “ni” expressed the location where the arrival of motion comes out. Although 
in the Nara era, “ni” was already used for motion expression, this “ni” was construed as the 
location where the event occurs; that is, the location that characterizes and creats an event. 
In other words, this “ni” expresses the place of consciousness that bears an event. Therefore, 
when we simplifies the construction including “ni” as [Y ni X], the “ni” of the Nara era can be 
depicted as Figure 3-16 (a). Here, Y is the location of “ni” and X is an event that occurs in Y. 
The event consists of an agent (A) and the motion of the agent (depicted by thick arrow). 
Because Y is the location in which the conceptualizer bears the event, it is the subjective 
location of the conceptualizer to characterize the event. Then, the conceptualizer is tied to Y 
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(a) In the Nara era                             (b) In Current Motion Expressions 
Figure 3-16  The Cognitive Construal of “ni” 
 
Later, the meaning of “ni” as “event’s coming out of a location” had attenuated, and 
the event and the location separated. For this reason, the “ni” used currently in motion 
expression is typically construed as marking a “goal” that  is far from the event. It was not 
until the conceptualizer attains the objective construal that the location led by “ni” is regarded 
as the one separating from the event, which can be demonstrated in Figure 3-16 (b). In this 
figure, the event of X exerts itself on Y, which is parted from X. However, the relationship 
between them is maintained and this relationship defines the character of “ni”. In motion 
expressions, such as that provided in example (3-44), “ni” needs a path verb in order to express 
a path, which serves to tie X and Y together, like the long, thick arrow that runs from A to Y. 
The conceptualizer objectively construes the location of “ni” and regards the location as being 
independent from the event; he cannot tie the event to the location without any clues. Here, 
“ni” requires the conceptualizer to assimilate with the agent and experiences the path to the 









from Y to A. In this way, the event and the location maintain a strong relation. 
 
(3-43) John-wa   gakko-ni   *aruku / arui-te-iku 
      John-TOP  school-ni   walk / walk-and-go 
     “John walks to the school” 
 
Accordingly, the “ni” in the current motion expressions tends to be captured by D -mode, since 
it is generally regarded as being the marker of goal. However, even this “ni” has a strong 
tendency that evokes the I-mode because it requests the indication of a path, which the 
conceptualizer himself must trace. 
 
3.2. The Scheme of “e” 
 
In addition to “ni”, “e” is another spatial lexical item that is used in Japanese to 
express a path. However, while “ni” is generally regarded as a maker indicating a goal, “e” is 
regarded as a maker indicating a direction. The appearances tying with motion verbs show 
the difference between them. In (3-45), both “ni” and “e” seem natural when they appear 
alongside a path-verb (it-ta) and a manner-verb (arui-te). However, in cases where there is 
only a manner-verb, “e” is more easily accepted than the case of “ni.” As confirmed in section 
2.2., this is one instance that indicates that Talmy’s typological dichotomy does not equal a 
linguistic dichotomy. Japanese, which is categorized as a verb-framed language in Talmy’s 
typological dichotomy, generally expresses a path on verb. However, there are some cases that 
do not follow the dichotomy; for example, when “e” is used in motion expression, as (3-45) b. 
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This section will discuss the character of “e” from the viewpoint of the conceptualizer and 
his/her event construal. 
 
(3-45) a. John-wa     eki -ni / -e       arui-te     it-ta 
        John-TOP   station -ni / -e    walk-and   go-PAST 
       “John walked to the station.” 
 
      b. John-wa     eki *-ni / -e       arui-ta     
        John-TOP   station -ni / -e     walk-PAST  
       “John walked to the station.” 
 
Initially, we will confirm how goals and directions can be classified by referring to 
Kageyama and Yumoto (1997), Ueno and Kageyama (2001), and Ohara (2007). These studies 
consider the relationship between the character of path and the selection of verb in terms of 
the limiting point of a path. Kageyama and Yumoto (1997) explain that the conception of a 
path can be divided into two subclasses, depending on the existence of a limiting point. When 
a path has a limiting point, it means that the path is fixed and has a clear source or goal. 
Conversely, when a path does not have a limiting point, the path is unbounded, without any 
source or goal (Ueno and Kageyama 2001). When the fixed path that includes a source or goal 
is depicted, one of the co-occurring verb has to be a path-verb (which, of course, implies a 
path). However, the usage of only a manner-motion verb is possible when either an unbounded 
path that simply suggests a direction or a pure path is depicted. These relations between the 
character of a path and the types of verb used have already been clarified. However, the 
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motivation that generates these relations is not clear. There is no cognitive explanation of 
event construal that explains the relationship between the limiting point and the selection of 
a verb.  
Next, we will confirm the shift of the character of “e” diachronically, following 
Hashimoto (1969), who explains that the first usage of “e” was confirmed in documents from 
the Nara era, and the origin being a noun meaning “vicinity” or “neighborhood,” as in (3-46) 
a. Later, “e” was used to indicate just a direction, rather than an arrival, as in (3-46) b. 
Subsequently, the meaning of “leading an arrival point” appeared, as demonstrated in (3-46) 
c. Finally, in the Insei era, “e” came to lead an opponent to which some motion or operation 
proceeds as (3-46) d. Besides, in the same period, “e” also acquired the ability to be a nominal 
by itself by being tied to “no” as a genitive case, as in (3-46) e. 
 
(3-46) a. oki-tsu         mo,      e-tu                    mo        
        offing-GEN     algea     around (of shore)-GEN  algea 
       “algea in the offing, algea around of the shore” 
 
b. kuni-e          kudarasu        
        country-e       go down 
       “go down toward the country”       
     
      c. mukai-no      kishi-e    tsuku            
        opposite-GEN  shore-e  arrive 





      d. Kamakura-dono-e   mosu                      
Sir. Kamakura-e    say-H 
       “say to Mr. Kamakura” 
(Heikemonogatari) 
 
    e. Gotoba-den-e-no               gokou              
        The Gotoba Emperor-e-GEN    visiting-H 
       “visiting to the Gotoba Emperor” 
                                                               (Hashimoto 1969:146) 
 
This study supports the suggestion of Tanaka and Matsumoto (1997:42), who employ 
a psychological aspect to explain the nature of “e”. For example, in (3-47), the psychological 
view point (of speaker) is allocated on “here”, not “there”.16 That is, Tanaka and Matsumoto 
suggests that “e” reflects the position of psychological viewpoint and that the role of “e” is the 
manipulandum to provide a direction for a motion or operation toward the nominal marked 
by “e”. To fulfill this role, the viewpoint (of speaker) should be given alongside of the source 
of motion or operation. However, as confirmed above, the present “e” can also indicate arrival 
and attachment. How can an integrated explanation analyze the present roles of “e”? Moreover, 
                                                   
16 Though Tanaka and Matsumoto (1997:42) does not state explicitly whose viewpoint it is, 
it must be that of the speaker; “here” and “there” are used for the benefit of the listener in 
this utterance. This means that the speaker also understands the position of the listener 
when constructing a sentence, not only his own position. 
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how has “e” developed “e” from its original meaning? 
 
(3-47) mukō-e        tsui-tara      sugu    shirase-masu 
     (over)there-e   arrive-when   soon    inform-H 
      “when (I) arrive at there, (I) will inform (you) soon” 
 
Diachronically, “e” originally operated as a noun meaning “vicinity” or “neighborhood,” 
namely a vague place. In this case, the conceptualizer does not capture the boundary of the 
object clearly because the conceptualizer stands far from the object. Figure 3-17 (a) depicts 
the conceptualizer ’s sight when using the original form of “e”. Although the process of 
capturing an object is depicted by the arrows becoming smaller, they are colored white because 
the process of capturing of the object is not profiled in itself. The black, shaded circle indicates 
the object and means that the appearance of the object can be confirmed and profiled by the 
conceptualizer; however, the appearance of the object is vague. For example, “e” in (3-45) a 
indicates the area around the shore as the object. In the use of the original “e”, the 
conceptualizer captures a thing that is far away as a vague object, casting a glance at it. This 
“e” that indicates the vague object as a noun generated another usage of “e” as a spatial lexical 
unit that expresses the direction toward an object, as shown in Figure 3-15 (b). When the 
original “e” was used, the conceptualizer did not capture the object completely. The ambiguity 
has been inherited by the modern version of “e” when it is a spatial lexical unit. To capture 
an uncertain object, the conceptualizer has to make assumption, such as “probably, that is the 
one,” and has to tentatively glance over the object. The direction is decided when the 
conceptualizer tries to regard what “e” is leading as the goal. Thus, the direction is determined 
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by the conceptualizer; it proceeds from the side of the conceptualizer. In example (3-46) b, the 
conceptualizer decides the direction, “down,” by fixing “the country” as the goal. Here, there 







The cognitive process of the conceptualizer who use each “e” is depicted in Figure 3-
18. When something is expressed by “e” as a vague object, it means that the conceptualizer 
construes the object from far place, even if he is quite familiar with the thing. Figure 3-18 (a) 
shows that the conceptualizer assimilates with an agent that is standing far away from the 
object (Y) and construes the object from this distance. The dashed circle means that Y is 
construed as an obscure thing. Figure 3-18 (b) demonstrates the cognitive process of “e” as a 
spatial lexical unit in [Y e X]. In this linguistic construction, the “e” expresses a direction 
toward Y. The direction is profiled, as depicted by a thick arrow. To decide a direction to the 
object, the conceptualizer must draw a straight line that ties an agent (A) and the object (Y). 
Then, the conceptualizer has to move outside of the event and construe it objectively as a 
whole. However, the realization of motion or operation along the direction is not required. 
(a)  The Origin of “e”                         (b) The “e” Expressing a Direction  
     as a Noun of “neighbor” or “vicinity”            as a Spatial Lexical Unit  
 
FIGURE 3-17  The Conception of “e” 
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Inheriting the viewpoint of the original “e,” finally the conceptualizer also clings to put his 
eyes on the agent, who is far from the object. In Figure 3-18 (b), the outer conceptualizer (C2) 








(a)  The “e” Expressing a Vague Object        (b)  The “e” Expressing a Direction 
Figure 3-18  The Cognitive Construal of “e” (1) 
 
Besides these examples, the modern “e” can be used when an operation or a motion 
has attached to, or arrived at, the object completely. This is assumed to be the consequence 
when the conceptualizer who acquired the objective construal ties the direction to Y from A 
and Y. For example, in (3-46) c, “Mukai-no kishi-e” expressed only the direction to “Mukai-no 
kishi (around the opposite shore)”. However, as shown in Figure 3-19 (a), when the 
conceptualizer construes the event from outside, s/he can construe Y directly, without the 
mediation of A, which means that the boundary of Y is captured clearly. It is easy to assume, 
then, that the direction toward Y may contain the arrival at Y, which is clearly confirmed. 
Moreover, the direction is sometimes attenuated and final arrival or attachment is more 










Objective construal leads to the generation of another usage of “e,” in which “Y e” 
becomes the former argument of “no” in the genitive case, as shown in (3-46) e. When the 
conceptualizer construes the event from outside, the direction to Y is re-construed by 
reification in a summary fashion, as in Figure 3-19 (b). “No” in the genitive case requires a 








 (a) The “e” Expressing the Attachment             (b) The “e” Forming a Noun as “Y e” 
Figure 3-19  The Cognitive Construal of “e” (2) 
 
So far, we have explored the diachronic transition of “e” and the cognitive process 
around it. Let us now return to the issue mentioned at the beginning of this section—that is, 
why does the present “e” not necessarily require a path-verb (as demonstrated in (3-45) b), 
even though Japanese is a verb-framed language? It is because “e” has acquired the usage of 
“arrival” or “attachment,” which results from that the conceptualizer moved out of the event 
and construing Y directly. Finally, this study suggests that the whole diachronic transition of 
“e” occurs according to the shift from the subjective construal to the objective construal, as 


















        Figure 3-20   The Diachronic Transition of the Cognitive Construal of “e” 
 
3.3.  The Scheme of “made” 
 
Regarding the characteristics of “made,” Tsujimura (1994) argues that it implies a 
goal and a path up to the goal and Tanaka and Matsumoto (1997) suggests that “X made” is 
the manipulandum that orders X to be indicated as a goal or a limiting point. ALhough they 
determine the character of “made” to relate to motion, it is not just a marker expressing a 
path or a goal; it can also be used in non-motion event. Beavers (2008) suggest that the 
meaning of “made” is the complexity of path, not at the path’s length. For example, (3-48) 
depicts the change of number on a digital display. When the path possesses complexity, the 
use of “made” is accepted, even if the actual change is completed just in seconds. In (3-48) a, 
the number shifts from 5 to 500 (i.e., by 495 places) in a flash; thus, proving that the path is 
complex.  
 
(3-48) a.［In the context of a digital display going from 5 to 500 in a single change.］ 
        Denshikei-ga                     500-made    agat-ta. 
 A 1 A 1 A 1 A 
“vicinity”        Direction          Arrival or Attachment   “Y e” as a nominal  




        electronic-degree-measure-NOM   500-made    go.up-PAST 
       “The display went up to 500.” 
 
b.［In the context of a digital display going from 10 to 11, the maximum.］ 
       *Denshikei-ga                    11-made   agat-ta 
        electronic-degree-measure-NOM  11-made   go.up-PAST 
       ‘The display went up to 11.’                
(Beavers 2008:291, slightly modified) 
 
Beaver (2008) also points out that “made” can indicate an intermediate stage in the 
path and not only the goal, if the condition of the complexity is satisfied. Each sentence in (3-
49) expresses a motion event that describes John’s path in climbing a building. If the building 
has more than two stories (i.e., it is complex), “made” can be used to indicate both the second 
floor as an intermediate and the tenth floor as the goal of the path.  
 
(3-49) a.［John is on the first floor of a two-story building.］ 
?# John-wa     ni-kai-made      nobot-ta. 
         John-TOP    2nd-floor-made    go.up-PAST 
        “John went up to the second floor.” 
  
      b.［John is on the first floor of a ten-story building.］ 
        John-wa     ni-kai-made       nobot-ta. 
        John-TOP    2nd-floor-made    go.up-PAST 
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       “John went up to the second floor.” 
 
c.［John is on the first floor of a ten-story building.］ 
        John-wa     juk-kai-made          nobot-ta. 
       John-TOP    10th-CL.floor-made     go.up-PAST 
      “John went up to the tenth floor.” 
(Beavers 2008:292, 294, slightly modified) 
 
However, this study suggests that, in addition to the definition of Beavers (2008), a 
more detailed analysis is required to determine the precise meaning of “made.” First, this 
thesis indicates the importance of the subjective judgment of the conceptualizer in measuring 
the complexity. This factor affects the degree of acceptance of “made” in the context. For 
example, Beavers (2008) explains that the “made” in example (3-50) a is permitted if the agent 
has the intention to cross over the whole bridge. However, the issue that actually determines 
the usage is whether or not the conceptualizer regards a crossing over the bridge as a complex 
path. Then, the sentence of (3-50) a can be accepted if the conceptualizer regards crossing 
over the bridge to be difficult for John; for example, if John is a small child. Again, the 
sentence in (3-49) a can be accepted if a conceptualizer construe the path as complex; For 
example, if John is walking on crutches, the conceptualizer assumes easily that the path up 
to the second floor has the complexity.  
 
(3-50) a.［John is at one end of a bridge.］ 
        John-wa    hashi-no     tochū-made   watat-te       hikikaeshi-ta. 
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        John-TOP  bridge-GEN   halfway-made  go.over-and  return-PAST 
       “Going to halfway along the bridge, John returned.”   
(Beavers 2008:293 slightly modified) 
 
     b.［John is on the first floor of a two-story building.］ 
 (matsubazue-o  motta)   John-wa     ni-kai-made      nobot-ta.   
      (crutches-GEN  having)  John-TOP   2nd-floor-made     go.up-PAST 
       “John (with crutches) went up to the second floor.” 
= (3-49) a 
 
Next, this study suggests that the complexity does not spread equally across the whole 
path, but increases along the path. Namely, “made” indicates a limiting point on the base 
where the degree of complexity increases. Then, the base needs the ability to accommodate 
gradually increasing complexity. This is shown in Figure 3-21 (a). Prototypically, “made” 
appears in the construction of “Y made Verb”. Here, a long, dashed arrow expresses the base, 
which has some room for accommodation. A thick arrow expresses the region profiled by 
“made,” which extends as far as the limiting point of Y. As confirmed above in (3-49), “made” 
can express both the second floor as an intermediate level and the tenth floor as the goal of 
the path, if the building has ten stories as a complexity. Therefore, in Figure 3-21, Y can move 
freely along the long, dashed arrow to indicates both an intermediate and the end goal. Figure 











(a)                                       (b) 
Figure 3-21  The Cognitive Construal of “made” 
 
The increase of the complexity requires that the complexity has some stretch. This 
means that if the conceptualizer uses “made,” s/he has already captured the breadth as the 
requirement for “made”. At base, “made” indicates the region of complexity up to a limiting 
point (that includes the end), and the level of complexity is measured from the lower side of 
the complexity. The conceptualizer re-construes the limiting point by determining its position 
in relation to the lower end of complexity, after broadly construing the complexity. With the 
use of “made,” the conceptualizer places the vantage point at the lower end of the complexity 
to determine the position of the limiting point, after construing a whole event from a position 
outside of the event. 
By default, as complexity increases, its direction follows a conventional direction that 
is included in the complement of “made.” For example, the complement of “made” in (3-50) a 
is the number of “500”. Each number has the same operation, in the sense that all numbers 
indicate one particular value; both “5 degrees” and “500 degrees” each point one specific 











quality. Numbers can be arranged in a line conventionally in proportion to the quality as 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5... . Here, the quality presented by each number includes increases according 1 to 5. In 
(3-51) a, the increasing of complexity of “made” corresponds with the conventional asymmetry 
of number.  
However, the conceptualizer can also construe the asymmetry in reverse by changing 
the vantage point. In (3-51) b, the “made” is used in the construal of the decrease of numbers, 
which is manifested by “sagat-ta (go.down-PAST)”. There, the conceptualizer positions the 
vantage point on the side of the larger number and construes that the complexity increases 
along with the decrease of numbers. 
 
(3-51) a.［In the context of a digital display going from 5 to 500 in a single change.］ 
         Denshikei-ga                    500-made   agat-ta. 
         electronic-degree-measure-NOM  500-made   go.up-PAST 
        “The display went up to 500.”                            
                                       (Beavers 2008:291, slightly modified) 
 
     b. Denshikei-ga             20-made   sagat-ta. 
         electronic-degree-measure-NOM  20-made    go.down-PAST 
        “The display went down to 20.” 
 
The word “made” can also be used in an event that does not have conventional 
asymmetrical direction. By using “made,” a conceptualizer subjectively creates the base where 
the complexity increases and puts the limiting point in relation to the base. In this case, 
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“made” indicates the maximal point of the complexity. For example, although it is difficult to 
think of any increasing complexity that conventionally include “okāsan” (mother), the 
expression in example (3-52) a is acceptable. In (3-52) a, the conceptualizer lines all members 
of the family with the complexity as the difficulties associated with rising late and names the 
mother as the member with the highest degree of complexity. As confirmed above, when “made” 
is used as the base, the limiting point can be utilized to indicate both an intermediate and the 
maximal point. However, when the conceptualizer subjectively conceives of the base that 
includes the increasing complexity, the meaning of increasing complexity changes the 
meaning of the maximal point of the complexity. In an event where the direction of increasing 
complexity cannot be assumed conventionally, it is difficult to indicate the intermediate level. 
Then, the use of “made” must indicate the maximal point there. In (3-52) b, there is no base 
of the increasing complexity that includes “yūhan” (dinner). In this case, “yūhan-made” 
indicates the maximal point on a base of the increasing complexity that the conceptualizer 
must assume. Here the difficulty of being entertained by something indicates the direction of 
increasing complexity, and “yūhan” is construed as the most difficult thing to be entertained 
with, even if it includes the promise of tea or sweets being served. 
 
(3-52) a. Okāsan-made     nebousita 
mother-made      oversleep-PAST 
“My mother also overslept.” 
 
b. Shinseki-no    ie-de        yūhan-made   gochisōninat-ta 
        relative-GEN   house-de    dinner-made   was entertained (with food)(H)-PAST 
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 “( I ) was entertained with even dinner at the relative’s house.” 
 
Here, we return to the use of “made” in motion expression. Since Japanese is a verb-
framed language, motion expression is not completed without a path-verb, as can be seen in 
(3-53) b. However, “made” achieves a motion expression as seen in (3-53) a. 
 
(3-53) a. John-wa     kaigan-made      oyoi-da 
John-NOM   the shore-made    swim-PAST 
       “John swam until the shore.” 
 
     *b. John-wa     kaigan-ni      oyoi-da 
John-NOM   the shore-ni    swim-PAST 
       “John swam at the shore.” 
 
The word “made” is based on the increasing and expanding complexity that the conceptualizer 
subjectively assumes. Therefore, in motion expression, the conceptualizer has already 
construed the whole path as a base before deciding on the limiting point. Then, “made” does 
not need to use a path-verb to manifest a path in motion expressions, even in verb-framed 
language. To achieve a motion expression using “made”, merely implying the existence of 









Motion-Expressions in English 
 
4.1.  The Scheme of “to” 
 
       English is categorized as a satellite-framed language because satellites serves to 
specify a path in motion expression in English canonically. “To” is the most typical example 
that is regarded as implying a path. This chapter aims to consider motion expressions in 
English and the cognitive process that creates these expressions. “To” is used here as the most 
appropriate starting point. 
“To” is one of the oldest word in English, with the Oxford English Dictionary [OED] 
(2009) providing its earliest appearances as being in the eighth century. As Konishi (1995) 
and Kondo (1984) discuss, the diachronic transition from the old English is summarized as 
follows. First, “tō,” seen in the old English seems to be the origin of “to”. Initially, as with 
other prepositions, “to” served the purpose of an adverbial that emphasized the operation of 
inflectional cases. Since “to” was mainly put forward to the dative case, it seemed to have a 
meaning relating to the dative. Later, when the use of inflectional case declined due to their 
ambiguity, “to” remained in use and inherited the operation that the dative case had. It is 
generally argued that there were two-type forms of “to.” “tō” and “ōÞ”. It seems that “tō” 
indicated a direction and “ōÞ” indicated an arrival at a goal, but this distinction has never 
been clear. Thus, the most part, diachronically speaking, the original meaning of “to” has not 
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been unsolved. Even the OED (2009) stated, “the arrangement here followed is thus largely 
tentative and practical, and not in every case historical.” “To” offers much versatility; in the 
OED (2009), there are more than 30 categories for its use. For reference, the classification of 
“to” offered by both Konishi (1955) and Tyler and Evans (2003) is shown in Table 4-1. Even in 








Table 4-1  The Examples of the Classification of “to” in Previous Studies 
 
Though “to” has various meanings, this thesis mainly concentrates on the “to” that 
appears in motion expression and tries to resolve the process by which the conceptualizer 
construes the motion. Therefore, the “to” used in physical and spatial descriptions is the vital 
concern here. Concentrating on the physical and spatial operation can be a valid approach for 
determining the function of “to” because the term was born from the spatial words of “tō” and 
“ōÞ”. Besides, the meanings of many lexical terms have generally extended from the physical 
to the abstract. However, we cannot rely solely on the expansion of spatial definitions to 
explain the complete meaning of “to”. Although the typical spatial meaning of “to” can be 
understood as indicating the direction toward the object and the arrival at the object, as seen 
A. Direction, Arrival 
B. Combination, Attachment 
C. Goal, Consequence 
D. Limitation 




 Konishi (1955) 








Tyler and Evans (2003) 
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in (4-1) a and b, some of its meanings, even in the spatial domain, clearly do not agree with 
the typicalmeanings. For example, (4-1) c that expresses a direction from the object, which is 
the reverse direction to the typical one. Furthermore, (4-1) d expresses that the subject return 
to the original location or usual state.  
 
(4-1) a. He is pointed to the clump of grass.  
(Tyler and Evans 2003:149) 
     b. Ann went to Oxford.    
(Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech and Svartvik 1985:675) 
     c. The boarders lived in the rooms to the back of the house. 
                                              (Tyler and Evans 2003:150) 
     d. The door slammed to.            
 (Genius English-Japanese Dictionary 2001) 
 
By pursuing the explanation of these usages of “to,”  this study will consider how the 
conceptualizer construes a path by using “to”. To provide this, the next section will examine 
previous studies on the term. 
 
4.1.1.  Previous Studies of “to” 
 
Existing studies schematizes the various usages of “to” comprehensively, as follows. 
Tanaka and Matsumoto (1997) regard “to” as the goal of motion. Tyler and Evans (2003) 
explains “to” as comprising a relationship between two asymmetric things, which does not 
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include a motion. Kunihiro (2005) argues that “to” indicates a direction that does not include 
the final goal but implies a motion. Kobayashi (2007) compares “to” with Japanese “e” or “ni, 
stating that, similarly, it expresses a direction. Langacker (2008) comprehends “to” as a path 
toward a goal. Kato, Hanasaki and Hanasaki (2014) explain that the operation of “to” is 
merely an arrow. These definitions reveal that the vital issue is whether or not “to” includes 
the goal, motion, and/or path. This study suggests that “to” means the mental scanning 
between two separate things. However, before we arrive at the conclusion, we will examine 
previous research in detail. 
First, Langacker (2008) discusses “to” by comparing two ways of using the term “send.” 
In example (4-2), “send” takes a recipient or a mover as the direct object both in ditransitive 
and in the construction using “to”. 
 
(4-2) a. They sent me another brochure.        [send NML NML] 
     b. We sent the new letter to all the applicants.    [send NML [to NML]] 
                            (Langacker 2008:242) 
 
Regarding (4-2) a, Langacker (2008) explains that “me” as the recipient is focused as the 
landmark of “send,” with the consequence that the profiled relationship includes the 
recipient’s subsequent access to the mover. In other words, this “send” does not generate a 
path. On the other hand, in example (4-2) b, the landmark of “to” is the recipient as a goal, 
and this construction specifies and intrinsically emphasizes a path. Thus, “to” is regarded as 
the term that implies a path. However, “to” does not simply manifest a path toward a goal 




(4-3) In this picture, Diana is standing to my left.      
(Tyler and Evans 2003:150) 
 
Tyler and Evans (2003) defines “to” as shown in (4-4). According to them, “to” is a 
directing trajector which faces an emphasized landmark. The proto-scene for “to” is shown in 
Figure 4-1. The prototypical instance is given in example (4-5), where “he” is a trajector that 
has an orientation and “the hills,” as landmark, are related to this trajector. In addition, Tyler 
and Evans explain that various meanings of “to” are derived from this proto-scene. 
 
(4-4) … the proto-scene for to designates a relation in which the TR is oriented with respect 
to a highlighted LM.   
(Tyler and Evans 2003:149) 
 
(4-5) He ran to the hills and back every day.       











However, their explanation for the location of “to” may be understood as the similar to all 
other prepositions. Tyler and Evans argue that “to” in (4-6) a is a locational sense as a 
derivation of “to,” and that this example can be paraphrased as  (4-6) b. According to their 
explanation, the landmark of “to” originally indicates the place toward which the trajector of 
“to” proceeds. This situation makes the conceptualizer significantly emphasize the landmark 
and recognize the landmark as a reference point. Finally, the conceptualizer captures the 
trajector of “to” in the relation to the reference point, bestowing a locational meaning on “to”. 
However, the explanation of how the conceptualizer recognizes the trajector in relation to the 
landmark as a reference point can also be used for other prepositions, and does not indicate 
the specificity of the locational sense of “to.” As Kunihiro (2005) refers, (4-6) a and (4-6) b are 
certainly slightly different, even though they are alike. 
 
(4-6) a. In this picture, Diana is standing to my left. 
     b. In this picture, Diana is standing on my left. 
                                              (Tyler and Evans 2003:150) 
 
Kunihiro (2005) suggests that the original meaning of “to” includes the direction of 
trajector and a motion path (without the contact with a landmark), depicting the proto-scene 







     
Figure 4-2  The Proto-Scene of “to”   (Kunihiro 2005:318) 
 
Kunihiro (2005:318) explains that the location meaning of “to” includes motion as a form of 
mental scanning. In example (4-6) a, the conceptualizer moves the mental eye from the place 
where “I” lies to the left. However, this explanation does not clarify how the conceptualizer 
identifies the trajector and the landmark. In the definition of “to” as signifying arrival, which 
is a typical usage of “to” (as in example (4-5)), the former argument usually operates as the 
trajector and the object of “to” as the landmark. However, in the locational usage, as shown 
in (4-6) a, even though it should be an extension of the prototype, the object of “to” seems to 
serve as the trajector and “Daiana” as the former argument operates as the landmark. Besides 
this, it is unclear whether “my left,” as the object of “to” itself, is the trajector or whether just 
“my,” which is part of the object, is the trajector.  
Kato, Hanasaki, and Hanasaki (2014) suggests that “to” means only “an arrow” 
lexically speaking, and that the whole interpretation is determined by the following two 
factors: i) What domain is the arrow put in? ii) As what does the object of “to” appear in that 
domain? (Table 4-2). Furthermore, they explains that the usages shown in dictionaries are 
not primitive lexical meanings but the derivational conceptions that are determined by factors 
(i) and (ii). For example, in (4-7), the object of “to” expresses the other part of the pair because 
the domain of the “to” is the pair’s existence following Figure 4-3. Since “to” is used in the 
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domain of the pair’s existence and the object expresses the other part of the pair, the word “to” 
can be used in this context.  
 
Table 4-2  The Combination of Meaning Region and the Object Expressed by “to”  












(4-7) a. the key to the door  
    b. an answer to the question       
 (COCA) 
c. [pair’s existence] <the other part of the pair> 
                 (Kato, Hanasaki, and Hanasaki 2014:43) 
 
 
(i) Approximate Domain               (ii) The Object Indicated by “to” 
[motion]                            <goal> 
[change]                            <consequence> 
[progress]                          <result> 
[time]                              <the final point> 
[operation]                         <the object> 
[addition]                          <the object> 
[comparison]                       <scale> 
[evaluation]                        <appraiser> 
[taking a position]                  <direction / position> 
[what is pair]                      < a part of the pair> 






Figure 4-3    So-called the Way of “affiliation”       (ibid) 
 
However, it is not clear why “to” is permitted in each combinational qualification in factors (i) 
and (ii). For example, in (4-9) a, the domain of the “to” is motion, which expresses that Mary 
is leaving, and the object of “to” is “the store” as the goal. Here, the combination of motion 
and goal seems to be accepted. However, this sentence is not appropriate. As with other 
sentences in (4-9), this definition cannot explain the reason why the verbs expressing 
departure do not accompany “to.” Even if the core definition of “to” relies on “an arrow,” 
greater qualification is necessary for clarification in relation to the use of “to.” 
  
(4-9) a.*Mary set out / started / left to the store. 
    b.*They departed to France. 
     c. *They set sail / out to Nova Scotia.         
(Tyler and Evans 2003:147) 
 
Thus far, we have appraised existing research. This study resolves the process in 
which the conceptualizer construes a path event that is expressed using “to,” considering the 
problems that exist in terms of the definition of “to.”  These problems are as follows: 1. Why 
does “to” have a locational usage, as in (4-10) a? 2. Why does not “to” appear with verbs 
expressing departure, as in (4-10) b? 




(4-10) a. In this picture, Diana is standing to my left.   
(Tyler and Evans 2003:150) 
b.*Mary set out / started / left to the store.       
(Tyler and Evans 2003:147) 
 
4.1.2  The Diachronic View and the Extension of “to” 
 
To resolve the problems above and enact the integrated definition of “to,” this section 
considers meaning extension from a diachronic point of view. In addition, this study considers 
the ways in which motion events that includes “to” are conceptualized. First, in terms of 
meaning extension, this examination assembles the instances of “to” given in the OED 
according the meanings and the dates of their appearances. The categories are based on the 
work of Konishi (1995) and Tyler and Evans (2003). Figure 4-4 displays the results, showing 
the characteristics of “to” and the dates of their appearances, from which the hypothesis of 



















Figure 4-4  Early Examples of Usage and Meanings of “to” as Given in the OED 
and Hypothesis Regarding the Meaning Extension of “to” 
 
The meanings of Arrival, Attachment, Direction, and Aim initially appeared in the 
latter part of the nine century. Similarly to most previous studies that divides the primary 
ways of “to” into two categories of Direction and Arrival, this thesis can also rationalize the 
four types listed above into the larger two groups as Arrival/Attachment and Direction/Aim. 
The difference in the demarcation between the categories is only whether a physical motion 
accompanies the use of “to” or not. We can simplify the typical construction of “to” as [X to Y] 
for convenience. With Arrival and Attachment, X lies apart from Y and the conceptualizer 
performs a mental scanning from X to Y. Y is the location toward which the process starting 
from X moves. Example (4-11) a demonstrates an instance of Arrival and Attachment from 
the OED, and its translation into current English is shown in (4-11) b. Here, “to” expresses a 
mental scanning that captures the motion that “his head” (X) moves toward “the bolster” (Y).  
Arrival (893), Attachment (890) 
Direction (890), Aim (875)    
 
 
Location of a Thing in a Direction (particular agent) 
               
Location of a Thing in a Direction (Ground) (890) 
 
 
Limitation (971)           Pure Location (925-935?) 
 
         Comparison (1000) / Proximity Relation (1000) 
 
 




(4-11) a. His  heafod  onhylde  to   Þam  bolster.      
        [his  head   put-down  to  the   bolster] 
(OED. Bæda’s Hist. 890)   
b. He put down his head to the bolster. 
 
Likewise, in the category Direction and Aim exemplified by (4-12), [X to Y] expresses that X 
is apart from Y and that the conceptualizer performs a mental scanning from X to Y. The 
difference from Arrival and Attachment is only whether a physical motion up to the goal is 
implemented over the mental scanning. If some physical motion is accomplished as a real 
activity along the mental scanning, the event will be construed as the meaning of Arrival or 
Attachment. For example, (4-12) a demonstrates the earliest usage of “to” in terms of 
Direction. The “to” expresses that the conceptualizer uses mental scanning to construes the 
process of “casting up” aims toward “heaven.” The mental scanning, however, does not assure 
that some physical motion arrives at “heaven”. Similarly, the “to” in (4-12) b, which is an 
instance of modern English, only expresses that the conceptualizer envisages the track of 
“tossing up a ball” to “a teammate” as a mental scanning. 
 
(4-12) a. His eaᵹan  ahof  upp  to  heofonum.   
                  [ cast   up   to  heaven ]   
(OED. Bæda’s Hist. 890)  





Figure 4-5 and 4-6 pictorially shows the functions of Arrival/Attachment and 
Direction/Aim. Both of the figures depict that the conceptualizer performs mental scanning 
from X to Y. “To” itself indicates the mental scanning process, which is shown as a dashed 
arrow from X to Y in Figure 4-6. When some physical motion occurs along with the mental 
scanning, it becomes inconspicuous. In Figure 4-5, a thick arrow indicates a physical motion 








     Figure 4-5  Arrival and Attachment         Figure 4-6  Direction and Aim 
 
This study hypothesizes that the meaning of “to” has extended to various ways, along 
the two streams from these ways of Arrival/Attachment and Direction/Aim. Although the main 
stream develops via the meaning of Limitation, we will first examine the branch that develops 
along the meaning of Location of a Thing in a Direction, for the convenience of offering a 











4.1.2.1  The Extension of “to” as a Branch  
 
Example (4-13) is a prototypal instance of Location of a Thing in a Direction. It is not 
the instance given in the OED, but one that is accepted in current English usage. However, 
this thesis hypothesizes that this type of instance must have already appeared in an early 
date because its development is evident in the latter part of the nine century. We will describe 
that development later.  
 
(4-13) You see the Persian bay to the south.  
 
First, we will concentrate upon the Location of a Thing in a Direction. A vital point to be 
noticed here is that Y is employed to express a directional region. Though direction is a deictic 
element that is defined based on the origin, Langacker (2009:155) states that even deictic 
elements are independent of particular instances. What this means is that the origin of a 
deictic element is not the position where the conceptualizer is standing, but the position in 
which the conceptualizer virtually places him/herself. A direction is determined from the 
reference point that the conceptualizer sets as the origin of deictic element, as in Figure 4-7. 
This figure depicts that the conceptualizer (C) places his virtual eyes on a reference point (rp), 













Figure 4-7  The way to construe           Figure 4-8  Location of a Thing in a Direction 
            a directional region                      (The direction for a particular agent) 
 
For example, in (4-13), the conceptualizer determines the direction, regarding “You” as the 
reference point. Originally, “to” expresses that the conceptualizer performs a mental scanning 
from X to Y (where X is apart from Y, and Y is the location toward which X head moves). 
However, in the case of the Location of a Thing in a Direction, the conceptualizer construes 
that X lies in Y as directional region, which is the result of the mental scanning from X to Y. 
Therefore, as seen in Figure 4-8, the conceptualizer recognizes that X is in the directional 
region of Y as the result of the mental scanning from a reference point toward Y. Thus, it can 
be said that “to” expresses the mental scanning from a reference point toward Y when Y 
expresses a directional region. 17 
Example (4-14) a shows the development of the Location of a Thing in a Direction. 
Although the OED uses this instance to exemplify the Location of a Thing in a Direction, this 
                                                   
17  In the Location of a Thing in a Direction, Y needs to be a directional region, not just a 
direction. This study suggests that the scheme of “to” can be defined as the mental 
scanning between the detached two things (X and Y). Especially, in the Location of a 
Thing in a Direction, Y must have some space because Y includes X. 










instance differs slightly from the actual usage because the reference point is not explicitly 
manifested. To illustrate, example (4-14) a does not indicate what is the origin of the construal 
that the subject will not die in the south district. Nakamura refers that when the reference 
point is not explicit, it coincides with the ground upon which the conceptualizer stands.18 
That is to say, though Y (including X) is captured from the reference point, if the reference 
point is not clear, then the conceptualizer in the ground corresponds to the reference point 
and becomes the origin of the direction. For example, in (4-14) a, the event of X (the subject 
not dying) lies in Y (the southern directional region), and Y including X is captured from a 
reference point. However, the reference point from which the event is construed is not clear.  
In the case, the conceptualizer coincides with the reference point and the southern directional 
region is determined based on the conceptualizer (Figure 4-9). 
 
(4-14) a. Eardædon Bryttas binna   Þam  dice  to  suðdæle.     
[be not  them  die  to  southdeal (=southdistrict)] 
        “They will not die to the south.” 
(OED. Bæda’s Hist. 890) 
    b. The boarders lives in the rooms to the back of the house. 




                                                   









     Figure 4-9  Location of a Thing in a Direction (The Direction for a Conceptualizer) 
 
Here, we can reconsider the sentences of (4-16) a, which is one of the remaining 
problems of “to” in its location sense as discussed by Tyler and Evans (2003): the fact that this 
sense seems to apply to more than one preposition. Both examples (4-15) a and b use “my left,” 
which denotes Y as a directional region. First, in (4-16) a, the reference point that determines 
the direction of “my left” is manifested visually in the picture as being “I.” “To” expresses the 
mental scanning of the conceptualizer, which is toward “my left” from “I” in the picture. On 
the other hand, (4-16) b does not have an explicit reference point. Then, the reference point 
coincides to the conceptualizer and “to” represents a mental scanning of the conceptualizer 
himself toward his/her left. 
 
(4-15) a. In this picture, Diana is standing to my left.   
    b. Diana is standing to my left. 
(Tyler and Evans 2003:150) 
 









difference between “to” and “on,” which are both employed in a locational sense. In the case 
which “to” is used, as in (4-17) a, it is assumed that Diana is standing in some region of the 
left. On the other hand, in the case of “on,” as seen in (4-17) b, Diana is assumed to stand just 
on the left side. Furthermore, in example (4-18), this house must have at least more than two 
rooms at the back. 
 
(4-17) a. In this picture, Diana is standing to my left. 
      b. In this picture, Diana is standing on my left. 
                                            (Tyler and Evans 2003:150) 
 
(4-18) The boarders lives in the rooms to the back of the house.  
(ibid.) 
 
These responses mean that Y as a direction needs some extent or region and, consequently, 
the mental scanning from the reference point to Y requires some length. This requirement 
fits the scheme of “to” as meaning the mental scanning between two detached things,  even in 
the case of Location of a Thing in a Direction. 19 
There are other examples that demonstrate that the conception of “the detached two” 
is important for capturing the character of “to.” First, an early “to” had the meaning of Pure 
Location, which is similar to the use of “at”. This Pure Location meaning has declined and is 
                                                   
19 This does not mean that “on” does not include the mental scanning from a reference 
point. Rather, we construe a location basically via a reference point. The distinguising 
point in relation to “to” is that the distance from the reference point to Y is far, and that 
the mental scanning requires a lengthy action. 
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only used in dialect in modern English (Konishi 1995). The OED gives this type of instances 
from the year 925. Example (4-19) shows these examples of Pure Location as used in the OED. 
(4-19) a means staying all night at Canfields as a location and (4-19) b means buying cups 
and saucers at Crosby’s as a location. 
 
(4-18) ??a. Stayed to Canfileds all night.          
(OED. L.D.Clark Jrnl. 10 Sept. 1818) 
      ??b. You can get real handsome cups and saucers to Crosby’s.  
(OED. Harper7s Mag. 1901) 
 
Because “Canfields” and “Crosby’s” as Y are not directions but local position, their origin do 
not need to be stated to determine a direction. Here, the conceptualizer recognizes that X is 
included in Y without needing any reference point and also mental scanning (see Figure 4-
10). The meaning of Pure Location does not require mental scanning between two detached 
things, which is the key characteristic of “to” and suggest a reason for the decline of this type 
of usage.  
Regarding the meaning of Attachment as (4-20) a, Kobayashi (2007) investigates by 
asking native speakers whether the sentences in (4-20) b and c are available or not. As the 
consequence, it proves that (4-20) c is acceptable in its proper context, though (4-20) b is more 
natural. When “to” is used as (4-20) c, it implies that the handle has been detached from the 
drawer, although it was attached before (Kobayashi, 2007:75). In other words, “to” suggest 











            Figure 4-10  Pure Location              Figure 4-11  Attachment 
 
 
(4-20) a. the key to the door       
(Genius English-Japanese Dictionary) 
b. the handle of the drawer 
     c. the handle to the drawer   
(Kobayashi 2007:75)  
 
We have now examined one extreme of the meaning extension of “to,” which 
originates from the meanings of Arrival/Attachment and Direction/Aim. Through the 
argument, it has been hypothesized that the role of “to” is to express the mental scanning 
between two detached things. Here, one thing (X) sometimes becomes a reference point and 
the other (Y) becomes a directional region that includes some extent. “To” is available in this 
situation because the mental scanning that involves some distance is maintained. On the 











where Y indicates merely a location, it cannot accommodate mental scanning that requires 
such a distance. 
 
4.1.2.2.  The Extension of “to” as the Mainstream 
 
Next, we will discuss the other major developmental stream of “to”. The first record 
of the co-occurrence of “to” with “from” is from the year 971 (see example (4-21) a), which is 
slightly later than the date for the earliest use of “to.” In the earliest usage, in which both X 
and Y were construed objectively, the conceptualizer visualizes X first and moves toward Y 
later, which can be expressed as mental scanning from X as trajector to Y as landmark. 
However, when X as the trajector is marked with “from,” this construction is entrenched as 
the unit of [from X to Y], which explicitly indicates the origin and the limiting point of the 
mental scanning. X and Y, as both poles of a range, become almost equivalent to one another, 
which obscures the characteristics of X as the trajectory and Y as the landmark (see Figure 
4-12). 
 
(4-21) a. Ac se ᵹeleafa sceal beon fram eorÞan up to heofonum areaht.   
                                                   (OED. Blickl. Hom. 971) 
    b. Neustria...extended from the Meuse almost to the present southern limits of France.                               












    Figure 4-12  Limitation              Figure 4-13   Comparison / Proximity Relation 
 
When representing each opposite pole in mental scanning, the characters of trajector 
and landmark that X and Y have weakened respectively. As a result, the conceptualizer is 
able to bidirectionally perform mental scanning, not only in one direction. This method of 
using for Comparison is seen since the year 1000, according to the OED (see example (4-22)). 
In Figure 4-13, in the example of Comparison, a two-way arrow expresses that the mental 
scanning between X and Y became bidirectional and the qualities of trajectory and landmark 
change, is closing to equivalent to one another (t/l).20 
 
(4-22) a. Đes is ure God, and nis nan oðer ᵹeteald to him.  
                                                (OED. Ӕlfric Hom. 1000) 
      b. I prefer wine to beer.    
(Genius English-Japanese Dictionary) 
                                                   
20 The occurrence of bidirectional mental scanning does not mean the lost of original one 
directional mental scanning from X to Y. For example, the final preference of wine in (4 -
22) b is surely based on the character of trajector of X. This thesis only issues that the 










In addition, the bidirectional mental scanning generates an expression of the physical 
arrangement. According to the OED, the meaning of “to” (depicted in Figure 4-13) as 
Proximity Relation was seen around the year 1000 (see example (4-23) a). Here, Y is not a 
direction but only a location, and X is not assumed to reach Y. In this way, Proximity Relation 
might take the same construction as Pure Location, which is an unusual usage in modern 
English. However, on close examination, although Y including X is directly construed from 
the conceptualizer in Pure Location, Y is construed through comparison with a detached X in 
Proximity Relation (and X is construed trough comparison with a detached Y). In other words, 
in the example of Proximity Relation, the mental scanning operates between X and the 
detached Y or vice versa. Kato, Hanasaki, and Hanasaki (2014) state that “next” makes the 
sentence of (4-23) c acceptable. “Next” symbolically manifests that the place of X (their house) 
is far from Y (our house). The relation between the two houses conforms to the idea of mental 
scanning between the two detached things. Moreover, (4-23) b does not convey that the process 
of X as “my sitting” completely arrive at Y as a table. This sentences is varid only if the 
relation between the two detached things exists as a premise. 
 
(4-24) a. He sæt to Þam casere.   
(OED. Ӕlfric Saints’ Lives. 1000) 
      b. I sit down to table.       
(OED Hist.Eng. 1855) 
      c. They live next door to us.   




 “To” can also be used to mean Original Location. This meaning is limited to some 
conventional expression as (4-24) even in modern English. This “to” express a return to a 
general condition without Y. Example (4-24) a indicates that the door was closed, (4-24) b 
expresses that he came back to himself, and (4-24) c suggests that the “wrong side” of the 
rocket was heading for the front. In the category of “to” in the OED, there is no explanation 
of this use. Therefore, this study confirms when these three conventional expressions (the 
door to, come to, and “wrong end to”) are introduced in the OED.  
 
(4-24) a. .., put the door to.             
 (OED. Eng. Dial. Dict. 1903) 
      b. He came to.             
 (Genius English-Japanese Dictionary 2001) 
      c. I had installed my rocket wrong end to.            
 (COCA) 
 
(4-25) a. A little pretty daughter …come out afterward, and shut the door to.     
(OED. Pepys Diary. 1665)  
 
The results state that, they were seen gradually from the seventeenth century as seen in (4-
25). Moreover, regarding the meaning construction of [X to (Y)], even though Y is not indicated 
explicitly, the meaning is not existent but duplicated by X, which can be seen in Figure 4-14. 
Example (4-24) a expresses that “the door” as X arrives at the normal position, which is 
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invoked by the intrinsic nature of “the door”. This usage of “to” is supported by the idea of 
mental scanning from X to Y. While X (the door) plays the role of Y, the temporal present state 
of X is far from the normal state (Y). Here, there is some distance between the present state 
of X and the normal state (Y) to which X will return. To confirm that X also plays the role of 
Y, the existence of bidirectional mental scanning is necessary. In this way, the Original 
Location meaning of “to” is in accordance with the definition of “to” as the mental scanning 








Figure 4-14  Original Position 
 
Thus far, we have confirmed the various meanings of “to” based on the diachronic 
stream. As a consequence, this study suggests that “to” expresses the  mental scanning 
between two detached things. Finally, we will return to the two remaining problems. 
Concerning the first problem, although the “to” in example (4-26) a has been regarded as 
expressing a locational sense in some previous studies, this study suggests that this “to” 
expresses mental scanning from a reference point to a directional region (in the way of 






X to Y, many instances exist with a physical realization, which easily allow us to imagine that 
X finally arrives at Y, resulting in Y including X. In this way, Y must be a directional region 
that allows a distance to be kept from the original position of X as the reference point to the 
Y that finally includes X. Therefore, in the case where Y expresses a location that does not 
have this distance, this usage of “to” is not acceptable, except in for some archaic usage and 
a few dialects. However, as confirmed the above, even when Y expresses a Pure Location, the 
construction of [X to Y] can be permitted when X and Y are allocated separately. In this case , 
the distance between X and Y satisfies the explanation of “to” as mental scanning between 
two detached things. 
 
(4-26) a. In this picture, Diana is standing to my left.   
(Tyler and Evans 2003:150) 
      b.*Mary left to the store.    
(Tyler and Evans 2003:147) 
 
The second problem involved clarification of the reason why “to” cannot accompany departure 
verbs, as (4-26) b. This study concludes that this is because verbs that profile only a part of 
the motion as departure do not match the intrinsic character of “to,” which requires some 
distance between X and Y for mental scanning to be implemented. Figure 4-15 summarizes 



























Figure 4-15  The Diachronic Meaning Extension of “to” 
 
Arrival (893), Attachment (890) / Direction (890), Aim (875)    
 
Location of a Thing in a Direction (particular agent) 
                                                  
 
Limitation (971)     Location of a Thing in a Direction (Ground) (890) 
                          
 
  Comparison (1000) / Proximity Relation (1000)    * Pure Location (925-935?) 
                              
 













4.2.  The Motion Expressions Including Satellites Except for “to” 
 
In section 2.1, we discussed some issues in relation to previous typologies that have 
been hypothesized based on motion expressions. First, in these typologies, languages are 
classified based on the hypothesis that the conception of Path is indicated on one lexical item. 
However, while Talmy describes the Path as the thing that is determined by the relation 
between the Figure and the Ground, he admits the existence of [Path+Ground] as one 
conception that is indicated on one lexical item. For example, Talmy (1985:107) explains that 
each lexical item of “home” and “shut” are satellites that expresses an assimilated conception 
of Path and Ground as seen in (4-27) a and (4-27) b. Likewise, “south” in (4-27) c is also 
categorized in the same group of satellite. However, when the assimilated conception of 
[Path+Ground] is admitted as a satellite, it is not clear where the Path is located in Talmy’s 
explanation because the Ground is not independent and cannot construct the relation between 
the Figure and the Ground. 
 
(4-27) a. She drove home (to her cottage in the suburbs). 
      b. The gate swung shut (across the entryway).           
 (Talmy 1985:107) 
     c. The wind blows south.        
(Ikegami 1981:130) 
 
Moreover, in some cases, these words are employed to express only the Ground without a Path. 
For example, since no motion is invoked from the sentences in (4-28), these satellites (home, 
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shut, and south) imply a Ground only. Thus, it is difficult to explain all instances on the 
presupposition that a satellite expresses a Path.  
 
(4-28) a. “I stay home with her.”     
(COCA) (2012) 
      b. The only window was kept shut.    
(COCA) (1997) 
      c. The tower stood south of downtown.   
(bing.com in English / 3330 hits)  
 
This section investigates the reason why “she drove home” can express a Path. In the 
process, a cognitive explanation of the satellite-frame expressing a Path is also offered. 
 
4.2.1. The Motion Expressions with [S MV P Y] Construction 
 
Before starting the investigation of “she drove home,” we will discuss the typical 
construction of the English satellite-frame. In the typical construction of a satellite-frame 
treating motion event, the Figure, as the mover, is expressed by the subject, and a manner-
motion verb (not including Path) is used as the verb. The Path is expressed on a particle— 
adverb or preposition—which appears in the sister position with the verb (this is named 
“satellite”). In the case of using a preposition, a noun appears following the preposition. 
Consequently, [S MV P] and [S MV P Y] (MV=manner-motion verb, P=particle, Y=a noun as 
the object of preposition) are typical construction of satellite frames expressing motion events. 
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It is easy to hypothesize that this construction was an iconic symbol of the action chain, which 
is considered to be one of the typical conceptual archetypes. For example, we can imagine a 
motion event involving driving. On the conceptual level, as can be seen in Figure 4-16 (a), an 
agent operates the manner-motion of driving a vehicle as an object. The object that receives 
the operation moves with the agent and arrives at the goal. When this conception is encoded 
as seen in example (4-29) a, the linguistic construction seems to be parallel to the conception 
seen in Figure 4-16 (b). The agent becomes a subject, whose action is indicated by a manner-
motion verb of “drove”. “Her car” as the object of operation is expressed as a direct object. The 
“to” between “her car” and “the shop” is naturally regarded as the term that invokes a Path 
(from “her car” to “the shop”).21 Even when encoding the same event, the linguistic expression 
is different depending on the way of construal. For example, when the conceptualizer does not 
profile “her car” at a conceptual level as seen in Figure 4-17, “her car” is not encoded on the 
expression. Either way, however, it is easy to suppose that the path is invoked by “to” as a 





Figure 4-16  A Motion Event and a Motion Expression Relating to Driving 
                                                   
21 Strictly speaking, of course, “to” expresses only the mental scanning between the two 
detached things. When an expression with “to” generates the conception of a Path, some 
physical motion is needed to accompany it.  
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(4-29) a. She drove her car to the shop. 





Figure 4-17  A Motion Expression Relating to Driving 
(Linguistic Level “She drove to the shop.”) 
 
Thus, if [S MV P Y] construction provide the appearance of action chain that is a 
typical conceptual structure of motion events, then the particle in such constructions must 
imply a Path. As confirmed in section 3.2, “to” that is used as a satellite in (4-29) expresses 
the mental scanning between two detached things, which can easily express a Path with a 
physical motion. Tanaka and Matsumoto (1997) explains basic prepositions seen in English 
as the prepositions that express path-locative relation (seen in (4-30) a–c) and the prepositions 
that express direction (shown in (4-30) d and e). They explain that the meaning of the 
prepositions expressing a path-locative relation generally involves a combination of the path 
relation and the locative relation. For example, “to” is analyzed as TO AT, “from” is FROM AT, 
and “past” as VIA BY. Then, these prepositions can be regarded as intrinsically implying a 
Path. Meanwhile, if it is certain that the conception of direction is borne via mental scanning, 
the directional preposition can also be regarded as implying the base of a Path. Therefore, if 
the preposition in (4-30) becomes the particle in this construction, there does not seem to be 
MV 




any issue with the [S MV P Y] construction being a parallel symbolization of a motion 
conception based on an action chain. 
 
(4-30) a. to, onto, into  (goal) 
      b. from, off, out of (origin) 
      c. via, across, along, around, beyond, over, past, through (passed part) 
      d. toward, away from (directional relation) 
      e. up, down  (direction / direction + passed part) 
                         (Tanaka & Matsumoto 1997:133) 
 
However, there is a problem with this idea but before discussing the problem, we will 
hypothesize that all the prepositions in [S MV P Y] imply a Path and confirm the nature of 
the Path expressed by the construction. The nature of Path can be divided into two types, 
which are concerned with the issue of the paralleling. One type of Path passes through Y and 
the other is the Path that regards Y as the goal. The selection of preposition depends on which 
type of Path appears. When one prepositions of (4-30) c (via, across, along, around, beyond, 
over, past, through) or (4-30) e (up and down) is employed as the particle in [S MV P Y], the 
preposition expresses a Path through Y. For example, (4-31) a expresses that “the ball” passed 
through “the hall” downward. On the other hand, when one of the prepositions in (4-30) a (to, 
onto, into) or (4-30) f (toward, away from) is used as the particle, the preposition expresses a 
Path that regards Y as the goal. For example, in (4-3) b, “the cave” (Y) is the goal at which 
“the bottle” arrives. In addition, when the preposition in (4-30) b (from, off, out of) is used as 
the particle, Y seems to be a start point, at first sight. It can be construed as the starting 
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point when a path that includes some extent has been already constructed. Before that, 
however, when an agent is leaving Y, another path occurs, even though it is very short. In this 
case, Y operates as the goal of leaving; namely the goal to which the energy for leaving is 
proceeding. Thus, the preposition in (4-31) d also expresses a Path that takes Y as the goal. 
Consequently, when the preposition works as the particle of [S MV P Y], two types of Path can 
be confirmed. Moreover, it is possible to understand the Path as being expressed upon a 
particle as satellite in both types, as Figure 4-18.  
 
(4-31) a. The ball rolled down the hall.    
(Talmy 1991:489) 




                                         
 
 
FIGURE 4-18  The Estimated Conceptions of The Prepositions in [S MV P Y] 
 
However, the [S MV P Y] construction often invokes a Path even with the preposition 
that does not express a Path by itself. The members in (4-32) are the prepositions that do not 
include a conception of a Path by itself. Though “in” or “on” originally meant an approach or 




(a) “The ball rolled down the hall.” (b) “The bottle floated into the cave.” 
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as inside or upper side in the present days. “Under” and “behind” express locative relations. 
These prepositions appear in [S MV P Y] construction and describe a Path in its entirety. Such 
paths are also divided into the two types; one that passes through Y and the other that takes 
Y as the goal. Example (4-33) is an instance of a [S MV P Y] construction where “under” and 
“behind” work as the particles. Both “under” and “behind” include only the meaning of location 
by itself. However, Yoneyama (2009:43) explains that example (4-33) a does not usually mean 
that the mouse ran around under the table; rather, the mouse went completely through under 
the table or moved in under the table, as Figure 4-19. Example (4-33) b also expresses that 
the mouse has already ran through behind the piano or moved in behind the piano, as Figure 
4-20. In these sentences, the preposition including a locational meaning does not express the 
location where an event occurs, although this seems to be the intrinsic character of locational 
prepositions. Rather, the whole construction allow us to imagine a line of a Path. It is 
interesting that no individual lexical item in these sentences implies a Path by itself. 
 
(4-32) in, on, at, under, behind  (position) 
 
(4-33) a. The mouse ran under the table.           
     b. The mouse ran behind the piano.    







Figure 4-19  The Two Types of Conception of [S MV P Y] 





Figure 4-20  The Two Types of Conception of [S MV P Y] 
    Adopting a Locational Preposition “behind” as P  
 
Likewise, many constructions of [S MV P Y] adopting a locational preposition as P 
express a Path. Example (4-34) shows instances of Path passing through Y with a locational 
preposition, and example (4-35) demonstrates a Path taking Y as the goal with a locational 
preposition. In this way, [S MV P Y] constructions can express a Path, whether the preposition 
itself implies a Path or not. 
 
(4-34) [S MV P Y] (= Path is through Y.) 













 (a)   (b)   
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     b. swim under a rope 
c. crawl under a fence 
      d. walk behind the swings. 
      e. walk on a pedestrian crossing 
 
(4-35)  [S MV P Y] (= Y is the goal of Path.) 
a. run in the house 
b. run on the coral 
      c. jump on the bus.  
      d. fly at the stranger 
e. crawl in bed 
 
To this point, in order to investigate the relation between the path appearing in [S 
MV P Y] and the functions of each preposition in more detail, we have taken into consideration 
the two subclasses of the Path. However, in a broad sense, both types can be totalized into the 
meaning of “a Path that arrives at the goal.” This is because when Y works as the pathway of 
motion for S, a Path is invoked to develop from the place of S. In this case, the invoked Path 
does not indicate anything after passing Y. Here, passing Y serves as the goal of the path. 
That is to say, [S MV P Y] can be said to be a construction that evokes a Path that regards Y 
as the goal. The following sections, therefore, do not place an emphasis on the two subclasses; 
instead, concentrate upon another important issue: why the construction of [S MV P Y] 
expressing a Path does not require a particle including Path. If there is no element that 
expresses a Path by itself in the [S MV P Y] construction, we can only hypothesize that this 
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construction holistically implies a Path to a goal. This means that when a locational 
preposition is placed in the [S MV P Y] construction, a Path as the whole is evoked by 
construction-led. If so, why does the [S MV P Y] construction imply a Path to a goal? This 
study suggests that the human cognitive tendency motivates this construction. 
 
4.2.2  Destinaitonal Directivity  (Ikegami 1981) 
 
Ikegami (1981) argues that human psychology has an asymmetry in relation to the 
ideas of source and goal, and that languages in general have a diachronic character that 
allows a goal to be perceived more easily. For example, in English, when an active sentence is 
paraphrased into a passive sentence, the source cannot be eliminated in the passive sentence. 
Both sentences in (4-36) express the same event. “To Mary,” as the goal of (4-36) a, can also 
be the subject of (4-37) a, where the marker of goal is eliminated. On the other hand, it cannot 
be said that “from John,” as the source of (4-37) b, becomes the subject of (4-37) b without the 
marker of source.  
 
(4-36) a. John sold a car to Mary. 
      b. Mary bought a car from John. 
(4-37) a. Mary was sold a car (by John). 
      b. *John was bought a car (by Mary).      
(Ikegami 1981:128) 
 
The source also tends to be marked on the morpheme level. In (4-38), the former terms express 
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an arrival at some state, and the latter terms express a release from some state. Here, the 
terms expressing a release are marked by a suffix. In (4-38) a, the unmarked term “bind” 
expresses the conception of a goal where something reaches and ties with another thing. On 
the other hand, the marked term “unbind” expresses the conception of a source where the two 
tied things starts moving and become free.  
 
(4-38) a. bind – unbind    (TO being bound – FROM being bound) 
      b. cover – uncover  (TO being covered – FROM being covered) 
      c. load – unload   (TO being loaded – FROM being loaded) 
 (Ikemami 1981:129) 
 
In addition to English, Japanese also has the tendency of expressing a goal. As 
confirmed in section 3.1, Japanese case maker “ni” originally indicated the location where an 
event comes out, in the terms of Metaphor, Emphasis, and Existence. However, as the 
consequence of the diachronic extension, “ni” has come to indicate an arrival, as the usage of 
Object at Which a Motion Arrive and Opponent of Exchange (see Figure 4-21).  
However, this distinational directivity does not affect each language equally. When 
comparing English and Japanese, the distinational directivity of English is found to be 
stronger. For example, when the Japanese “ni” is employed to indicate the goal of motion, it 
cannot appear independently with a manner-motion verb. A path verb expressing a path is 
required in addition to maintain the relationship between a motion event and the goal of “ni,” 










Figure 4-21  The Diachronic Extension of “ni” from the Locational Meaning to the Arrival 
Meaning 
 
(4-39) John-wa    gakko-ni   *aruita / arui-te it-ta 
      John-TOP  school-ni    *walk / walk-and go-PAST 
     “John walked to the school” 
 
As another example, the conception of return is expressed in English and Japanese as (4-40). 
In English, the conception of return that includes coming and going can be expressed by 
manifesting only the final position. On the other hand, Japanese typically uses the verb 
“modoru” that implies the sequential, whole motion of going and coming. In other words, in 
Japanese, the path to the doal needs to be expressed.  
 
(4-40) a. I’ll be back soon.    (only the final position) 
     b. sugu  modori-masu.      (indicating the path) 
        soon   go-back-HUM 
        “go back soon” 
 
The Location where an Event Comes out                  The Ways of Arrival  
 
Metaphor, Emphasis, and Existence etc.           Object at Which a Motion Arrive 
                                                 and Opponent of Exchange etc. 
 
 e.g. John-wa    gakko-ni  iru                    e.g. John-ha    gakko-ni  iku 
     John-TOP  school-ni  exist                      John-TOP  school-ni  go 




Ikegami (1981) introduces the following example. Both (4-41)a and b depict the same request 
event. Example (4-41) a demonstrates the use of “of.” When John makes a request of Bill, the 
action of Bill is likely to be evoked from Bill himself as the source. Here, the autonomy of Bill 
is still relevant. However, English usually prefers to use the example provided in (4-41) b. 
Here, the interfering by John directly reaches Bill as the goal. On the other hand, Japanese 
expresses the same event in the manner demonstrated in (4-42). There, the receiver of the 
request is indicated by “ni”. As confirmed above, “ni” originally expressed the location where 
a thing comes out. It means, it is a source.  
 
(4-41) a. John asked of Bill if he would be allowed to go. 
      b. John asked Bill if he would be allowed to go.     
                                 (Ikegami 1981:132  (Gruber 1976:137)) 
 
(4-42) John-wa      biru-ni   ik-eru-ka        dou-ka       tazune-ta 
    John-TOP    bill-ni    go-can-whether  how-whether  ask-PAST 
     “John asked Bill if he would be allowed to go.” 
                          (Ikegami 1981: 132) 
 
Thus, in comparison with Japanese, it is sure that English is a language that 
expresses a goal more easily. This study suggests that some constructions in English, 
including [S MV P Y], express goals with strong Distinational Directivity. In other words, 
these constructions profile a goal by themselves. As a result, a path to the goal is invoked 
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naturally. To summarize, a Path is invoked by construction-led. 
 
4.2.3.  The Network of [S MV G] Construction 
 
When the [S MV P Y] construction holistically profiles a goal, the abstract goal is 
entrenched by an element of the construction. For example, when a preposition expressing a 
Path (e.g. into, toward) occupies the position of P, Y as the object of the preposition embodies 
the abstract goal that is profiled by the construction.22 When a locational preposition occupies 
the position of P, this [S MV P Y] construction is also construed. For example, in example (4-
43), “in” as a locational preposition occupies the position of P and unites with “the shop” as Y, 
resulting in the expression of a location. This location entrenches an abstract goal that is 
profiled by the [S MV P Y] construction. “In the shop” indicates a concrete goal to which a 
path is invoked automatically. Therefore, it can be said that [S MV P Y] is one example of 
subdividing of G in [S MV G] (G=goal), and that the [S MV G] construction that profiles a goal 
exists as the super scheme of the [S MV P Y] construction. 
 
(4-43) He  ran   in  the shop.  
      S    MV   P    Y 
  =  S    MV      G 
 
In addition to “to”, other locational prepositions in P can unite with Y and express a goal of 
                                                   
22 Strictly speaking, however, this path has been already formed, being lexical unit -led. This 
will be discussed later. 
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motion as seen in (4-44) and (4-45). 
 
(4-44) a. swim in rougher seas 
     b. swim under a rope 
c. crawl under a fence 
      d. walk behind the swings. 
      e. walk on a pedestrian crossing   
 = (4-34) 
 
(4-45) a. run in the house 
b. run on the coral 
    c. jump on the bus.  
    d. fly at the stranger 
e. crawl in bed              
= (4-35) 
 
As evidence that the [S MV G] construction should be understood as the super scheme 
of the [S MV P Y] construction, we can identify other constructions that seem to be the 
subordinate construction of the [S MV G] construction. First, a sentence like “She drove home” 
that was proved in (4-27) a, allows us to imagine a Path. In this sentence, one locational 
lexical unit occupies the position of G, instead of the composition of a preposition and the 
object, as it the case in [S MV Y P]. Then, “She drove home.” is a subordinate construction— 
[S MV L] (L=Locational lexical unit) —in which one locational lexical unit occupies the 
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position of G in the [S MV G] construction. Here, L elaborates an abstract goal profiled by the 
construction, and a Path to the goal is invoked. Example (4-46) provides further instances of 
this type of construction.  
 
(4-46) a. She drove home (to her cottage in the suburbs). 
         S   MV   L 
      b. The gate swung shut (across the entryway).        
            S     MV   L 
(Talmy 1985:107) 
     c. The wind blows south.        
           S      MV    L 
(Ikegami 1981:130) 
d. The boat  shot   the rapids. 
           S       MV       L 
 
e. The car  ran    a red light. 
          S       MV       L 
 
Even when employing an adverb that does not take any object, a Path to a goal is invoked. In 
the case, the [S MV P φ] construction profiles a goal, which is embodied by an adverb at P. 
As a result, a Path to P is expressed automatically. Here, it is interesting that the adverb is 
construed as the concrete goal in this construction, even though the adverb intrinsically 
indicates only a schematic location. For example, (4-47) a expresses that a train arrived at 
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the platform. Tyler and Evans addresses one construal of “in” where the conceptualizer place  
his/her eyes inside a container. In this example, the sight of the conceptualizer corresponds 
with the inner region of the container, and “in” can express the occurrence of something in 
the sight of the conceptualizer. Example (4-47) a, expresses a perfective situation in which a 
train has come into the sight. This is the result of construing “in” as the goal of the 
construction. Example (4-47) b expresses that the years has passed away. According to Somiya 
etc. (2007), “on” contains the image that something lies in an active location, which comes 
from the original image as standing on the ground (e.g. go on a hike / keep on –ing / read on / 
from now on). In (4-47) b, the years have already arrived at the final point of the active 
location, which is expressed by “on”, so that “on” operates  as the goal. In (4-47) c, “over” does 
not express the motion of the log that draws an arc, but the final state of it being upset after 
rolling. In other words, the “over” is construed as the goal. 
 
(4-47) a. The train  pulled  in.       
          S      MV    P 
(COCA) (2011) 
      b. The years  rolled  on.       
       S       MV   P 
(COCA) (2004) 
      c. The log  rolled  over.         
            S    MV    P 




To summarize, the [S MV G] construction profiles a goal holistically. This is embodied 
by G, which appears in various forms. For example, when a locational preposition is used as 
P in [S MV P Y], P integrated with Y expresses a location. The location is regarded as the goal , 
which is profiled by the construction, and a Path to the goal is invoked. Likewise, in the 
constructions such as [S MV L] and [S MV P φ], L and P is construed as the goal, and a Path 
to the goal is assumed. That is to say, [P Y], [P φ], and [L] in these three constructions are 
analyzed in relation to G in [S MV G], which makes the [S MV G] construction the super 
scheme of these three. Therefore, the [S MV G] construction, which profiles a goal holistically, 







Figure 4-22   The Network of [S MV G] Construction 
 
4.2.4.  Construction-led and Lexical unit-led Forms 
 
This study does not seek to suggest that all paths in motion expressions in English 
are construction-led. English has lexical units that imply a Path by itself as (4-30). For 
example, “to” expresses “a mental scanning between two detached things” and forms  the base 
on which a path occurs. Moreover, as (4-48) a shows, “to” itself can imply a Path to Y, even if 





[ S MV P Y ]          [ S MV P φ ]         [S MV L] 
“She ran in the shop.”  “The train pulled in.”   “She drove home.” 
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it appears in the position of P in [S MV P Y]. Therefore, this path has already been invoked 
by lexical unit-led operation before by construction-led operation. As a result, it is only when 
the construction does not include any element that express a Path themselves that the 
construction-led operation can be observed obviously. However, the construction-led operation 
does not always work subordinately to the lexical unit-led operation. For example, as we 
confirmed in section 3.1, when “to” is employed as an adverb without the object, it emphasizes 
the meaning of the goal, which expresses the arrival at the usual state (see example (4-48)). 
This means that, even though “to” intrinsically expresses a lexical-led path, when it functions 
as P in the [S MV P φ] construction, the construction schematically profiles a goal and the 
goal is entrenched by “to.” When “to” is used in the [S MV P φ] construction, the nature of 
“to” as Path is difficult to see because the object that  is necessary for “to” to be lexical unit-
led is lacking. Rather, “to,” when located at the position of P, is construed as a goal by 
construction-led operation and a Path is thus invoked. Therefore, even if a lexical unit 
intrinsically includes a Path by itself, it is sometimes construed as a goal in the 
constructional-led form.  
 
(4-48) a. Ann ran to the school.    
      b. John swam across the river. 
      c. Mary climbed up the Mt. Fuji. 
 
(4-51) a. .., put the door to.       
(OED. Eng. Dial. Dict. 1903) 
      b. He came to.        
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(Genius English-Japanese Dictionary 2001) 
      c. I had installed my rocket wrong end to.      
(COCA) (1990) 
 
In section 1.1, we examined some problems regarding the typological analysis of 
motion expressions. The following explains the view of this thesis about these problems. First, 
when this study suggests that the [S MV G] construction holistically implies a construction-
led path, this suggestion does not go against the satellite-frame of English as explained by 
Talmy; rather, this study supports it. In Talmy’s explanation, the category of the satellite 
comprises prepositions and adverbs that express a positional relation, and lexical noun that 
expresses a locational conception (as in (4-50) c). The commonality between these satellites is 
that all of them appear in the position of G in [S MV G]. That is to say, the explanation that 
satellite expresses a path is simplified one. To be more accurate, because the [S MV G] 
construction holistically invokes a Path up to G as a goal, the word that is defined as satellite 
seems to include a Path. 
 
(4-50) a. Ann ran to the school. 
      b. He ran in the shop. 
c. She drove home (to her cottage in the suburbs).  (=4-1) 
  (Talmy 1985:107) 
 
First, (4-50) a employs “to,” and a lexical unit-led Path is expressed. As confirmed 
above, Talmy explains that the Path is generally located in relation to the Ground. According 
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to this explanation, “to” depicts a Path in the reference to the object of “to”. However, while 
this “to” expresses Path by lexical unit-led means, “to” appears in the position of P in the [S 
MV P Y] construction with overviewing. Here, “to” is regarded as a satellite that expresses a 
Path. Talmy discusses how [P+G] can exist as one conception, with the location of the Path 
being based on the Ground. For example, as seen in (4-50) c, the Path is construction-led when 
the construction does not have any individual element that expresses a Path. In this case, 
“home” serves to embody a goal, through which a Path toward “home” is imagined. As a result, 
“home,” which Talmy calls satellite, can be understood as expressing the conception of [P+G]. 
In (4-50) b, “in” as a locational preposition combines with “the shop” as the object and the two 
express a location together. A goal is entrenched by the location, which is profiled 
schematically and is construction-led. However, when we look at the example based on the [S 
MV P Y] construction, while a goal is obviously entrenched by “the shop” (Y) as a content 
phrase, the “in” of P only expresses an abstract locational relation as a preposition. This 
makes the locational meaning of the “in” vague, so that “in” looks like a satellite expressing 
a Path.  
 
4.2.5.   The Cognitive Process of [S MV G] Construction 
 
In the above section, this study suggested that the destinational directionality of 
human beings motivates the expression of a Path by construction-led means. Furthermore, 
the cognitive process supports the destinational directionality. As confirmed in section 1.2.3, 
although the cognitive construal is subjective at base, human can leave his own cognitive 
domain and re-construe it objectively. As Nakamura (2004) suggests, English has a strong 
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tendency toward D-mode that depicts the arrangement for objective construal, the recall of 
Path by the [S MV G] construction is surely generated in the cognitive construal of D-mode.  
If the conceptualizer subjectively construes a motion event as usual, then the 
conceptualizer first recognizes the agent, assimilates with it, construes the path which he 
passes along, and finally captures the goal. However, the [S MV G] construction does not 
composes a lexical unit that includes a path conception. Each lexical unit in the [S MV G] 
construction conceptualizes the agent expressed on the subject, the manner of motion on the 
manner-motion verb, and the goal. That is, it indicates the motivation of motion only, and the 
goal makes the conceptualizer assume the Path. To make this possible, the conceptualizer 
must leave the cognitive domain and put his eyes in the position from which s/he construes 
the whole motion event objectively (Figure 4-23). Figure 4-23 shows the cognitive process of 
motion expression using the [S MV G] construction. The part conceptualized by [S MV G] 
construction is emphasized by a thick-line. Since the conceptualizer construes a motion event 
outside of the cognitive domain, only indicating the existence of a goal makes the 
conceptualizer easily assume that the path from the agent’s original point to the goal  is the 

















The Tendency of the Cognitive Process on Motion Expression in Japanese and English 
 
In chapter 3 and 4, we considered the typical motion expressions and the cognitive 
processes of the conceptualizer when s/he produces them in Japanese and English. In this 
chapter, we will review and compare the consequences of the finding and acquire some 
tendencies or commonalities regarding motion expressions and the cognitive processes in each 
language, separately as well as both together. 
In chapter 3, we investigated motion expressions in Japanese, focusing on the spatial 
lexical items that indicates the goal of a path. We saw that Japanese motion expressions are 
accomplished only via the spatial lexical items, which ties a motion event to a particular 
location. In particular, the spatial lexical items indicating a goal are essential for motion 
expressions including a path. “Ni”, “e”, and “made” are the most typical items used to indicate 
a goal in this way. Figure 5-1 shows the diachronic transition of the cognitive process of “ni”. 
As confirmed earlier, in the Nara era, “ni” expressed a particular location where an event 
occurs or a situation that specializes an event. In other words, “ni” offers a place of 
consciousness for the conceptualizer to conceive of an event. Therefore, “ni” is construed 
subjectively by the conceptualizer in I-mode construal. Then, it is easy to hypothesize that 
the “ni” that expresses a goal of motion is also construed as the location where an arrival 
occurs. However, after its diachronic extension, the operation of “ni” shifted to express a 
location that is apart from an event. The usage is possible only when the conceptualizer has 
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acquired the objective construal—namely, D-mode. Alhough “ni” in the present is construed 
based on D-mode, it still requires the maintenance of a strong relationship between the 
location indicated by “ni” and the event. In motion event, the relation that ties the location 
and the event together is a path, which needs to be manifested through the use of a path-verb. 
The conceptualizer also has to assimilate to an agent and experience a path to a goal by 
himself. This shows that the subjective construal of I-mode continues to affect the “ni” used 







Figure 5-1  The Diachronic Transition of the Cognitive Process of “ni” 
 
Figure 5-2 shows the diachronic transition of the cognitive process around “e”. The 
original “e” depicted a vague thing that was seen by the conceptualizer. Therefore, it is 
obviously regarded as having been subjectively construed. After diachronic extension, “e” 
acquired its current general meaning of “direction.” Although this “e” is based on I-mode 
because the conceptualizer expresses the direction from the position of an agent, it also 
requires an objective view because the direction can be decided only when an agent and the 
vague thing are tied together by a straight line. Today, “e” can be used when an agent 
completely arrives at the goal. It is the result of that the conceptualizer acquiring objective 
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cognition and directly construing the goal that had been confirmed only vaguely from the 
position of the agent before. Consequently, similar to the meaning extension of “ni,” although 
“e” was originally construed based on I-mode, the conceptualizer gradually moved out of the 








Figure 5-2  The Diachronic Transition of the Cognitive Process of “e” 
 
Figure 5-3 shows the cognitive process of “made.” “Made” indicates the limiting point 
that expresses a goal or the halfway point of a path in motion expressions. In the use of “made,” 
it is necessary for the conceptualizer to admit the existence of a scale on which the goal or the 
halfway point is positioned. Here, the conceptualizer must have already construed the whole 
event through the objective cognition. In addition, the scale intrinsically has a tendency of 
increase in its complexity, and this complexity is measured from the position of the agent. In 
the used of “made,” while construing the whole event from outside the domain of cognition 
objectively, the conceptualizer assimilates with the agent and defines the limit of the 
complexity subjectively.  
 








Figure 5-3  The Cognitive Process of “made” 
 
Thus, it has been confirmed that both “ni” and “e,” which are the typical spatial 
lexical items, have diachronically acquired the need for objective construal from their original, 
subjective construed forms. However, this does not equal the loss of subjective cognition; 
rather, subjective cognition still functions as the main basis for cognition in the use of these 
words. Likewise, although “made” might be regarded as being construed only by objective view, 
it also require a subjective view. Thus, in typical motion expressions in Japanese, the 
conceptualizer tends to assimilate with the agent and subjectively experience the path by 
himself. 
Next, we will consider the tendency of motion expressions in English comprehensively. 
As confirmed in chapter 4, English has two main ways to express a path: the lexical unit-led 
way and construction-led way. For example, “to,” “across,” “past,” and “through” are assumed 
to express a lexical unit-led path. This study has focused on “to,” investigating the term 
diachronically. Figure 5-4 shows the diachronic transition of “to” schematically. “To” originally 
expressed a mental scanning between two things, moving in one direction, with the meaning 
of Direction, Arrival, Goal, and Attachment. Since one of the possible direction in this 







view of the conceptualizer who assimilates with the agent affects the construal of the meaning. 
However, even in motion expression that includes a path, “to” can be used without encoding a 
path. This is possible only if the conceptualizer is not responsible for experiencing a path as 
the agent, rather, construe the whole motion event objectively. “To” also came to be used to 
express Comparison and Proximity Relation, examples that have bidirectionality. Here, the 
conceptualizer construes both of the two poles expressed by the former argument and the 
latter argument of “to” as almost equivalence. This means that the conceptualizer must 
construe both of them evenly from outside of domain of cognition. Consequently, even though 
some subjective view affected the construal, “to” is mainly used from an objective view. 
Moreover, the objective construal of the conceptualizer has became much stronger as the 









       
Figure 5-4   The Diachronic Transition of the Cognitive Process of “to” 
 







         Direction / Arrival              Comparison / Proximity Relation 
         Goal / Attachment 
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of a path in English. In the construction-led form, the [S MV G] construction profiles G and 
naturally invokes a path to the goal. That is, the construction itself operates as a conceptual 
scheme of the motion event. Here, since the conceptualizer can imagine the whole path by 
indicating a goal, he construes the whole of the motion event up to the goal, with an objective 








Figure 5-5   The Cognitive Process of [S MV G] Construction 
 
As a result, although this study cannot consider a diachronic investigation of the [S MV G] 
construction, the D-mode is necessary for the completion of a path by construction-led in 
current English. 
In summary, this diachronic investigation has shown that motion expressions in both 
languages have a tendency for the cognitive process to sift from subjective to objective view. 
However, motion expressions in Japanese have still more depended on the subjective 















The dissertation aimed to examine motion expressions in English and Japanese in 
more detail. In cognitive linguistics, which is the base of this study, linguistic expressions are 
related to the general cognitive abilities of human being. This study was conscious that motion 
expressions are the result of construing motion event through cognitive abilities and 
concentrated, therefore, researching this area. This study also sought to clarify some of the 
tendencies of motion expressions and the cognitive process for construing motion events 
beyond the differences that exist in various languages. 
Chapter 1, the introduction, explained that this thesis is based on a cognitive 
approach. It suggested that this study emphasizes on the diachronic view and examines 
motion expressions via diachronic transitions. 
Chapter 2 was divided into two parts. In the former part, we reviewed some previous 
studies (Talmy 1985, 1991, and Croft et al. 2010) that offer linguistic typologies based on 
motion expressions. These typologies can be used to categorize all languages into groups that 
are dependent upon which lexical item expresses a path. However there were some issues 
with the existing typologies, which were revealed. The first issue concerns the spatial lexeme 
in Japanese. Japanese, as a verb-framed language, must expresses a path on a verb. A path 
cannot be specified using only a manner-motion verb and a spatial lexeme as a satellite. 
However, the spatial lexeme such as “e” and “made” can express a path by accompanying a 
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manner-motion verb, which is different from how “ni” operates. The second issue is that Talmy 
(1985, 1991) admits that the conception of Path and Ground can be conflated and expressed 
in one lexical item, while, at the same time, he claims that the Path is determined by the 
relationship between the Ground and the Figure. For example, in the sentence of “She drove 
home,” “home” is regarded as a satellite that expresses the conflation of the Path with the 
Ground. Regarding this issue, chapter 4 sought to offer a resolution based on the construction 
that is typically seen in motion expressions in English. In the latter part of chapter 2, we 
consider some points that relate to a cognitive approach toward motion expressions. First, we 
considered physical and non-physical motion. Though the cognitive basis for them does not 
differ, physical motion receives the existence of actual motion in addition to the base. Second, 
we considered the relationship between the path of physical motion and time, referring to the 
two ways of scanning as identified by Langacker (2008). Although a sequential motion 
proceeds along with real time, we can re-construe this motion by separating the sequential 
motion event from the actual time. Discussing two theories (Langacker 2008 and Nakamura 
2004), we examined how subjective and objective construals of human cognition affect these 
forms.  
Chapter 3 investigated motion expressions in Japanese. Since the spatial lexeme 
expressing a goal is necessary for motion expressions in Japanese, this study concentrated on 
these spatial lexeme, including “ni,” “e,” and “made”. Although the usual role of “ni” is 
indicating a goal in current motion expression, it can also indicate a source point. Offering a 
diachronic investigation, this section concluded that the original use of “ni” was to express 
the location where some event occurs, which is based on the subjective construal of the 
conceptualizer. In the shifting of the construal to an objective one, “ni” attained the meaning 
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of indicating a goal and being a source of interactive relations. On the other hand, “e” was 
used originally when conceptualizing a vague thing as a noun. The vague thing which the 
conceptualizer cannot express easily is affected by the subjective construal of the 
conceptualizer. Later, “e” came to express the direction toward a vague thing. To decide the 
direction, the conceptualizer has to tie the agent and a vague thing with a straight line, which 
requires the conceptualizer to stand outside the domain of cognition. However, the source of 
direction is always on the side of the agent. Then, the “e” that expresses a direction remains 
dependent on the subjective view, even though in certain circumstances, it has taken the 
objective view. Moreover, the current “e” can be used when the motion finally arrives at the 
goal, not just to express a direction. This meaning occurred because the conceptualizer came 
to depend more strongly on objective construal, which led the conceptualizer to identify the 
object from outside its domain. “Made” is used where a path involves a scale, in which 
objective construal operates there to construe the whole of path. However, the scale must 
increase in complexity, and the level of this complexity is judged by the agent. Here, the 
subjective view also plays an important role in the use of “made” as it allows the 
conceptualizer to assimilate with the agent.  
Chapter 4 investigated motion expressions in English. English uses some particles 
that operate to express a path by themselves, such as “across” and “through.”  This thesis 
concentrated on “to” as a typical example and diachronically examined it. Originally, “to” 
possessed meanings such as Arrival, Attachment, Direction, and Aim. In all these cases, “to” 
indicated a mental scanning from trajector to landmark in one direction. This “to” can also 
indicate a path of motion without the manifestation of a path by a path-verb. In other words, 
“to” itself indicates the relationship between trajector and landmark in objective construal. 
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Later, “to” attained the meaning of Comparison and Proximity Relation. Here, the priority of 
trajector has weakened, and trajector and landmark are regarded as almost equivalent poles 
in mental scanning.  
Next, we considered the [S MV P Y] construction. The [S MV P Y] construction、 as 
a typical satellite-frame, is the prototypical construction used to express motion in English. 
The [S MV P Y] construction expresses two types of motions: the first is motion that invokes 
a path through Y, and the second is the motion that invokes a path where goal is Y. However, 
this study has linked together the two types, offering one definition, in which a path is to Y 
as the goal. This is because passing through Y ensures the generation of a path. In addition, 
In addition, there is a more important issue at stake than the finer consideration of these two 
types of motions, which is whether the [S MV P Y] construction can express a path even if it 
does not adopt a lexical item implying a path as P. When a path is invoked without being 
encoded by any element, it is necessary to assume that the [S MV P Y] construction itself 
holistically expresses a path. This study has intoroduced this theory, showing that the 
operation of human beings’ destinational directivity as motivation to attain a goal. Ikegami 
(1981) explains that these is an asymmetry between the source and the goal in human 
psychology, and all languages possess a character of preference while taking into account the 
fulfillment of a goal. Here, English possesses stronger destinational directivity than Japan.                
This study suggests that the stronger destinational directivity of English makes the 
[S MV P Y] construction profiles a goal. Thus, when [P Y] is profiled as a goal, a path to the 
goal is invoked. Furthermore, the [S MV P Y] construction has the [S MV G] construction as 
its super scheme. The [S M G] construction additionally includes [S MV L] and [S MV P φ] 
as subordinates constructions, where [L] and [P φ] form the goal of each construction. In the 
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sentence “She drove home,” which takes the construction of [S MV L], a path to “home” as the 
goal is invoked by construction-led means. Here, as the conceptualizer objectively construes 
the whole motion event from outside the domain of cognition, it is only the indication of a goal 
that completes a path.  
Chapter 5 that is based on chapter 3 and 4, considered differences and commonalities 
in motion expressions and their cognitive processes in English and Japanese. A diachronic 
investigation of “ni,” “e,” and “to,” which serve as the core element in motion expressions 
showed that each meaning has extended from a subjective construal to an objective construal. 
This study concludes that the same transitional tendency in terms of construal can be 
diachronically seen in both English and Japanese. On the other hand, the subjective construal 
still more strongly in Japanese than in English. 
While many previous studies have researched motion expressions, the key feature of 
this study has been the focus on cognitive process in the construal of motion events and the 
consideration of the diachronic extension of core linguistic elements. This research has 
clarified a new sequence in terms of the various meanings of spatial lexemes used in motion 
expressions, which had not been studied in enough detail in the past. In terms of the satellite-
frame that has been advocated by linguistic typologies, although the definition of satellite 
had not been settled, an argument against various satellites has been posited by 
demonstrating that English has retained strong destnational directivity. In other words, the 
construction itself profiles a goal and the element that embodies the goal is determined as a 
satellite. It means, as the existence of satellite, a path is assumed naturally.  
Although this study has examined the tendencies of motion expressions in English 
and Japanese, the details considered here are not enough. First, the particles and the spatial 
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lexemes used in motion expression are not limited to the ones treated in this study. Further 
consideration, along with diachronic evidences, is needed. Besides this, although this study 
has concentrated on particles and spatial lexemes that are equivalent to satellite, it has not 
considered verbs that imply a path. The verbs used in motion expressions are varied, including 
natural verbs, path verbs, manner-motion verbs, and manner-path conflated verbs. Moreover, 
the order of acquisition is different, depending on the language (Şeyda Őzęliskan and Dan I. 
Slobin 2000). Thus, in the future, research concerning the verbs used in motion expressions 
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